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Abstract 
 

In the changing world, where the globalization is affecting almost every business, 
there is needed to form virtual organizations even between smallest firms. If the 
companies want to survive in tightening competition they have to change their busi-
ness models in such way that they recognize the capabilities of Internet and virtual 
organizations. Internet makes possible to use new technologies for creating new kind 
of sales channels for their products or services. There are many marketplaces that are 
proofed to be very successful and highly profitable. Even though of success stories 
there are possibilities to evolve these technologies to the next level. 
In this study we will examine how to build a design to one of the possibility of this 
kind of next level technology and how feasible this would be. We have studied theo-
ries of virtual organizations and marketplaces and combined these theories and de-
signed a model for Information System based on our findings. We think that there 
are needs to study these kinds of information systems, because these combine the 
benefits of virtual organization and marketplaces. 
Our empirical study shows us that there are many difficulties when designing these 
kinds of information systems, because this subject is so new that there is no exact 
knowledge or theory how to construct this. We found out that most suitable matters 
were criterions for good portal and suitable technologies. The criterions we found 
were: Ease of use, good security, ease of integration with existing service, platform 
independence, performance, expandability, conformity to open standards, favoura-
bility of pricing and licensing terms, easy to maintain and reliability. 
Our model was designed based on these criterions and suitable technologies. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Today, when the effects of globalization can be seen even in the smallest town, it is 
important for small companies to find out different ways to survive. One of the 
most effective ways of doing this is forming cluster of several SME’ s, a virtual or-
ganization, which are many small firms operating in the same field grouped to-
gether. This virtualization is necessary if SME organization wants to survive in the 
tightened competition. By forming virtual organization SME firms could become 
fully competitive for bigger organizations. (Fong, 2004) 

 
When SME changes their value chain, business models and strategies so that it rec-
ognizes the capabilities of Internet and virtualization they can compete in the mar-
kets where their small size makes it impossible. When using capabilities of the 
Internet you can have many benefits in successful e-business like: 

 
1. Substantial capability for market research and information management and in-
novative adaptation of industry data into competitive strategy development and 
management. 

 
2. Extensive range of tools, techniques and solutions for developing enterprise-wide 
value chains that span markets on local, regional, national and global scales. 

 
3. A dynamic and relatively complex environment involving a growing set of tech-
nologies and business solutions that are continuously undergoing upgrade and en-
hancement in capabilities. 

 
4. Very rich and complex market-making mechanisms that can aid diverse product 
development and specialization while enabling increasing customer sophistication 
and participation in business value chain management. (Tetteh, 2002)  

 
Virtual organization is not yet regularized term. There are lot of different defines 
what is the VO. There are numerous authors who define term VO based on their in-
terpretations (Flodmark, 2005). In our research we mean term Virtual Organization 
as firms that look outside as a one company but are inside both in co-operation and 
competition. Tetteh (2002) has defined that this kind of virtual organization is vir-
tual alliance. Virtual alliance is like normal virtual organization but it is a co-ope-
ration with other firms sharing some resources, competencies and customer bases 
with other firms.  

 
Our definition about Virtual Organization is partly based on Nobel prized theory 
called Game Theory. Adam Brandenburger of the Harvard Business School and 
Barry Nalebuff of the Yale School of Management have used parts of ideas from 
Game Theory and suggest that economy can gain benefits by mixing of competition 
and cooperation. Cooperation with suppliers, customers and firms producing com-
plementary or related products can lead to expansion of the market and the forma-
tion of new business relationships, perhaps even the creation of new forms of enter-
prise. This kind of virtual organizations are called as a coopetition organiza-
tion.(World Wides Words, 1998) For this kind of coopetiton or Virtual alliance or-
ganization we are using term Virtual Organization, because we have thought that 
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these terms are not regularized so we don’t want to confuse our reader as using un-
familiar terms. 

  
Forming this kind of virtual organizations is always strictly connected to informa-
tion technology, because most important matter forming Virtual Organization bet-
ween one or more firms is integrating their information systems compatible to each 
other. (Fong, 2004) 

 
SME firms are now in the situation where they have lot of pressures to form virtual 
organizations. This is becoming more crucial in the future, because the business en-
vironment and way to do business is changing very fast. Companies are changing 
their business models hierarchies to networks and centralized to decentralized mo-
dels. This is important matter in SME firms, because globalization has changed 
markets so that only the biggest companies will survive. Forming Virtual Organiza-
tions might help small firms to survive, because they can form Virtual Organiza-
tions to look outside as a one big company. (Flodmark, 2005) 

 
1.1 Case Description 

 
Our case concerns about tourism in Kemi-Tornio area, where we create a theory 
base for new kind of form of virtual organization. This form is advanced IS, where 
companies can reach the customers better. Our case tries to, for its part, enhance the 
travel business in that area.  

 
We choose this case because we thought this was extremely topical and interesting 
subject. And of course it was great opportunity for us to use our new skills to design 
an architectural structure for this kind of system. We also think that this is important 
for the growth of the economy in the area to gain knowledge from this subject. We 
are also creating new theory for the research community so there are vast possibili-
ties for continual research from our study. Our theory can then be tested and argued 
to expand concerning for example: Forming virtual organizations in the different 
field or bigger scale. 

 
Companies in this area are now in situation that they try to compete to each other 
both internally and externally. The companies are currently small, separated, act 
alone, not well known and they find it hard to find customers. It is very important 
that this external competition could be changed into coopetition. With coopetition 
they can get more tourists and make them well known. Second good thing when us-
ing coopetition is that because of internal competition all the firms inside the Vir-
tual Organization have to make their services or products better so that it is better 
than other firm’s services or products. Eventually this changes services or products 
much better than these were in the starting point. This coopetition opens also new 
possibilities to compete against bigger companies or corporations like IKEA be-
cause they could produce large amount of products in low price. Coopetition helps 
companies to improve their products or services in order to survive in the tightening 
markets. In addition to that coopetition increases the conspicuousness and overall 
interest of the area. We think that this is almost only possibility to these small firms 
to survive in the global markets.  
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1.2 Information System Intended to Virtual Organizations 
 

Information System Intended to Virtual Organizations (ISIVO) is basically large 
software that runs on a web server or several servers. It can be for example a tour-
ism page where customer can book different trips and services to different places in 
Kemi-Tornio area. The customer login to the ISIVO and there he can plan his whole 
trip in Kemi-Tornio area. He can plan his trip day to day from the choices available 
in the system. These choices are consisted of the companies with in the system, for 
example hotels, restaurants, activities. Until this point ISIVO functions as a normal 
marketplace does, but from now on it starts to use advanced functions. 

 
One of the advanced functions in ISIVO is that the software intelligently chooses 
and presents to the customer only the possible choices available. You choose your 
place to stay, activities, etc. from ISIVO and the software presents to you only those 
choices that are possible for that day. It won’t present the impossible choices. For 
instance, if certain activity is booked full, or if there is timing conflicts, it won’t 
show that one to the customer.  

 
One of the most interesting advanced functions of ISIVO is that the other compa-
nies within the virtual organization can see customer information on the ISIVO and 
plan their schedules so that they are in the right place for selling their services to the 
customer. This is a big difference to a normal marketplace, where the monitoring of 
a customer stops when the ordering procedure is clear. This also means that even 
those companies that are not directly involved doing business to the customer can 
have the information about a customer. They can check what  the customer is doing 
at each day and perhaps go and sell their own products to him. 
 
Another difference is integration of databases. When thinking about normal mar-
ketplace, it has its own database, from where it gathers and stores its data; ISIVO 
however interacts between several independent databases. It gathers the information 
for customer from companies’ own databases. For example a customer plans to do 
round trip within Kemi-Tornio area. At one day he visits Snow castle in Kemi and 
spends his night at local hotel. Second day he plans to go to a snowmobile safari in 
Tornio and spends a night there. He books his reservations at reservation web page 
through ISIVO. The system then gathers, presents and saves needed information 
from/into the databases of the correspondent companies. 

 
Another major difference to normal marketplace is asynchronous data transfer. 
Normal marketplace data only transfers one way but ISIVO transfers it both ways. 
For example Customer chooses his first activity of the day and ISIVO finds the next 
alternatives logically only from the possible choices available. The software inter-
acts with the customer constantly. Second idea is that companies’ databases will be 
updated instantly so that employees of the companies will see the changes immedi-
ately. For example if some trip has been cancelled, there are updated information 
for this cancelled trip in the ISIVO. Other companies see this updated information 
and notice this on their own schedules. 
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1.3  Purpose of the study 
  

Our purpose is to design architectural structure for web- delta information system 
for the virtual organizations in the field of tourism and small enterprises, which ful-
fils the criterions. Criterions will be based on the Jafari’s good portal theory and we 
are taking into consideration criterions that come up in the deep interviews. From 
this purpose we found out our research question: “How to design architectural 
structure for Information System, Intended to Virtual Organizations, so that it fulfils 
the criterions?” 
 
First we are going to interview our commissioner to get specifications for our study. 
Then we are going to find literature that supports the specifications. Then we make 
interviews from experts in this area and find some criterions based on these inter-
views. Then we combine all of these aspects to form our criterions. Then we design 
our solution based on these criterions and finally validate these with the co-opera-
tion by our interviewed experts. 

 
We are going to generate an architectural structure for on going project, which cre-
ates this information system. We are going to focus in designing this kind of archi-
tectural structure not actually coding it. We mean as an architectural structure all 
UML-models that we made in ISIVO. We are going to study what are the best 
UML-models for our case, because there are no reasons to use all of the UML mo-
dels. All of the technical solution charts, diagrams and pictures are also included in 
our solution for ISIVO architecture. The reason for not using single model is that it 
would be so complex that A4 paper size will be too small, so we decide to divide it 
in smaller parts. These smaller parts are easier so explain in the text.  

 
Our intension is to study what actions and elements this IS should contain so that it 
would fulfill the criterions. We are also studying what are the technical require-
ments for this system. We are going to research what kind of connection speeds, 
hardware’s, support software’s, databases, operating systems, security, network 
structure and updating speeds this system needs. And we are also going to study is 
it better to design ISIVO which is compatible in different information systems or is 
it better to change customers information systems more compatible. 

 
The main problem is that there is no existing theory how to design this kind of sys-
tem. There are no available criterions that define how to design this kind of archi-
tecture. There is no existing architectural model, which tells for the developer how 
to implement it. We have noticed that there are lot of theories about virtual organi-
zations but those theories does not consider the problem how to embed information 
systems of companies within the virtual organization. This research is focused to 
create theory base for research community that needs it for creating IS that make 
possible to form new kind of virtual organization. 

 
The result of our study is solution how we think that this ISIVO’s architectural 
structure should be. We mean as an architectural structure all UML-models that we 
made in ISIVO, all of the technical charts we made and all GUI sketches we made. 
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1.4 Guiding question 
 

As conducting this research, we intend to use this one guiding question to steer us 
towards our goal. This question helps us to focus to the subject and eliminate un-
necessary study, which don’t include in our research. 

 
What kind of architectural structure is appropriate for ISIVO? If considering fast-
ness, communication, updating and other specifications. 

 
1.5 Delimitations and limitations 

 
Our purpose was to create architectural solution for the on going project. We are 
going to research what are the criterions, which make this kind of system good 
enough when compared to the specifications. Second goal is to design IS which ful-
fils the criterions. Third goal is to find out is it better to design IS which is compa-
tible in different information systems or is it better to change companies’ infor-
mation systems more compatible. We are limiting our study so that we are only 
studying what are the technical solutions how to develop virtual organization in our 
case. Fourth goal to study is what kind of technical resources is needed to form vir-
tual organization in our case.  

 
We are using commonly approved software standards in our case, because stan-
dards are validated in other researches and they are easier to implement. These limi-
tations are argued by our goal of this study. 

 
We are not going to research actual developing process and not going to study what 
are the effects when this information system is in use. Another point is that we are 
not going to research graphic user interfaces any further than showing necessary ac-
tions or any aesthetical aspects because our time is so limited. 

 
 

1.6 Disposition of Thesis 
 

We have built this thesis around seven chapters. In first chapter we presented intro-
duction to the research area, case description and brief compare of differences bet-
ween normal marketplace and ISIVO. We also stated our purpose of conducting this 
study and along with it the guiding questions and limitations. In the next chapter the 
method will be discussed, while the theory will be presented in chapter three. In the 
fourth chapter we will present our empirical data, while the design is in chapter 
five. In sixth chapter is analysis and discussion.  Finally, our conclusions and future 
research possibilities will be presented in the last chapter. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
 

In this chapter we will present our methodology for this study. This methodology 
consists by research approach, data collection strategies, sample selection, litera-
ture study, data analysis strategies and methods of achieving validity. 

 
2.1 Research approach 

 
Our focus on this research is to create new architectural solution for on going pro-
ject, which fulfils the ISIVO project.  

 
We are using both deductive logic and inductive reasoning in our case so we will 
call it abductive logic in our research. That means that at first we form a research 
problem, then we will collect the data. After that we will form questions for the in-
terviews based on the specifications. In next phase the results from analyzing are 
collected using categorizing and reasoning. Then we search for common guidelines 
or generalization possibilities. And finally we will recognize the theoretical contri-
bution. 

 
This type of research belongs into the category of qualitative research. 

 
2.1.1 Qualitative research 

 
We are using qualitative approach, because we need deep understanding about this 
situation. We need this deep understanding for creating new architectural solution 
and for creating new theory for this subject. We are using deep focus group inter-
views for collecting our empirical data a, because we need exact information about 
this situation or parts of it. 

 
When little information exists on a topic, when variables are unknown, when a rele-
vant theory base is inadequate or missing a qualitative study helps to define what is 
important, what needs to be studied. (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) 

 
Qualitative research tries to focus in the real world problems with all the comple-
xity, which it has. Qualitative researches seldom simplify the problem situation, in-
stead they try to recognize that the problem that they are studying has many layers 
and dimensions so they try to study situation in different aspects and angles. (Leedy 
& Ormrod, 2005) 

  
It is important in the qualitative research that researchers strive for objectivity in 
their research. You have to presume that your observation should be influenced as 
little as possible by any perceptions, impressions and biases they may have. By fo-
cusing by objectivity of the research you might find the ultimate truth even thought 
that all researchers in the field of qualitative research don’t believe in ultimate truth. 
Qualitative researchers claim that this interpreting and our own assumptions are 
critical when studying social phenomenon. They think that the researcher is instru-
ment like sociogram, rating scale or intelligence test is an instrument. (Leedy & 
Ormrod, 2005) 
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Qualitative research is used in the field of academic disciplines, including anthro-
pology, sociology, history, political science, medicine, psychology and education. 
(Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) 
 
According to Leedy & Ormrod (2005) qualitative research studies typically serve 
one or more of the following purposes: 

 
• Description.  They can reveal the nature of certain situations, settings, processes, 

relationships, systems or people. 
• Interpretation. They enable a researcher to (a) gain new insights about a particular 

phenomenon, (b) develop new concepts or theoretical perspectives about the phe-
nomenon, and/or (c) discover the problems that exist within the phenomenon. 

• Verification. They allow a researcher to test the validity of certain assumptions, 
claims, theories, or generalizations within real-world contexts. 

• Evaluation. They provide a means through which a researcher can judge the ef-
fectiveness of particular policies, practices, or innovations. 

 
Our case, where we create a model how a system should be constructed, we will be 
focusing on the interpretation aspect. We are using all of these purposes, but focus 
is on the interpretation. 

 
Researcher, when using qualitative study, must keep in mind that qualitative re-
search methods are the least prescriptive of all methods available (Eisner, 1998). So 
there are no strict guidelines how to conduct this type of research. However there 
are some qualitative research designs to choose from. 

 
2.1.2 Case study 

 
Ormrod and Leedy state that in case study a particular individual, program, or event 
is studied in depth for a defined period of time. For example politician may study 
data from previous elections to find out patterns of voting behavior. The researcher 
can focus on single case, or two or more cases depending on situation. The case 
where researches focuses on two or more cases is called a multiple or collective 
case study. (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) 

 
Ormrod and Leedy states also that case study may be especially suitable for learn-
ing more about a little know or poorly understood situation. Also it’s useful for 
generating or providing preliminary support for hypotheses. The major weakness of 
case study is that, especially in single case, researcher cannot be sure that the find-
ings are generalizable to other situations. (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) 

 
We decided to choose case study for our method for this work. The reason why we 
chose this is that we found suitable method under case study that we intended to 
use. Another point is that we thought this research would be best conducted under a 
single case study.  
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2.1.3 Constructive approach 
 

We are using Constructive approach to as a guiding method to our work. We choose 
this because the nature of our research is very constructive. We have used this 
method in our earlier studies and we have founded that this method is very practical 
for these kinds of studies. Constructive approach is a part of case study method. 
With Constructive approach you can produce innovative constructs that solves real 
world problems. All human created inventions are constructs for example drugs and 
computer software’s. (Lukka, 2001) 

 
Big part of constructive approach is that this method affects in the real world. 
Therefore research is experimental developing and implementing. Constructive app-
roach tries to illustrate and test former theories and create new theory based on 
them. (Lukka, 2001) 

 
The execution of research with constructive approach can divide to seven phases. 1. 
Finding relevant problem, 2. Find co-operation possibilities, 3. Get deep knowledge 
for the subject, 4. Innovating solution model and developing construct 5. Imple-
menting and testing solution, 6. Think the scope of solution, 7. Recognize and ana-
lyze theoretical contribution. (Lukka, 2001) 

 
Research first phase is find practice relevant problem. Most important phase in all 
research is how to choose good research subject (Lukka, 2001). Good subject for 
constructive research is subject which has a lot of benefits in practice and subject 
which could create new theory. (Ihme, 2003) 

 
We have used lot of time for finding a good subject to our work. We think that our 
subject will fulfill these first phase criterions very well. Our work will produce a lot 
of benefits in the SME firms in the area of our work, because we are helping them 
to get more customers and make them to find customers easier. If our research is 
successful it will raise the economical growth in this area, because our work will 
familiarize this area and get more tourists here. We are also creating new theory on 
the research community about how to implement companies’ information systems 
compatible for the need of virtual organization. We are also creating theory how to 
adapt Virtual Organization theory so that it is usable between companies who are in 
the different trades. 

 
Next phase is finding co-operative possibilities with focus organization. In con-
structive approach both side’s researchers and focus organization, have to commit 
to the project. Successful research contains members in the focus organization also, 
not just the researchers. This gives challenge to the researchers to raise interest for 
the members of the focus organization to join and invest energy in this project so 
that this project will lead in good final result. (Lukka, 2001) 

 
Our subject was proposed to us an employee of the Kemi-Tornio University of app-
lying sciences. They are interested to develop and implement this kind of informa-
tion system. They need theory base and architectural model how to develop this 
kind of systems. They have several people who are committed to our project. We 
are using them in the interviews, because they have several years experience in the 
different parts of our research. We are using them when we are validating our find-
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ings also. We are using their knowledge at least when we are studying how to make 
secured network, what is the best solution for the data communication, what is the 
best solution for the database models and many more. We think that Kemi-Tornio 
University of applying sciences is committed to our project. 

 
In the third phase is for getting good knowledge for the subject both in practice and 
in theory. This is achieved for example by observation and analyzing literature. In 
this phase for understanding the rich picture of the research’s starting point is very 
important. Researcher must be aware about former theories in this subject. This is 
important because is it good to base study on the former theories. And at the end of 
the research researcher could recognize and analyze theoretical contribution. 
(Lukka, 2001) 

 
We got practical understanding and knowledge for the situation by interviewing two 
persons that participated in our work. We used also two persons that were not par-
ticipating in the ISIVO project for getting some problems solved. One of them was 
expert in data systems and other was senior software designer who has ten years 
experience to develop these kinds of systems. All of them had very good advices 
how to solve different problems that we faced in our thesis. We have to get good 
knowledge in theory so we have to read and analyze a lot of literature about co-
opetition, virtual organizations and all the technical solutions that we are using in 
our thesis. We tried to find similarities in other theories but we couldn’t find any 
former theories, because our subject was rather new concept.  

 
Fourth phase is: innovate the solution model and develop contribution, which solves 
the research problem. At the latest in this phase researcher have to know is it possi-
ble to develop construction which solves the problem. If it isn’t possible to create 
construction then the project should close down. In this phase it is very important to 
separate existing solution from the innovation. Implementing existing solutions to 
the new environment is not constructive research. Creating innovative constructs 
are iterative process so in the design process you often have to go down to the steps 
in the innovative phase, because you get new information and new experiments. 
(Lukka, 2001) This iterative nature makes research more validity (Ihme 2003). 

 
When we choose this subject in our thesis work we asked opinion for experts in this 
area is this possible to do in our resources. They thought that this is good subject 
and is feasible for our resources and knowledge. When we designed this we have to 
go back in steps, because we noticed that this structure is not feasible or systemi-
cally desirable. We learned that this kind of projects is very iterative and you can’t 
do it as a linear project. We have designed architectural model, which is solving 
partly the problems that this project has. We have reached our goals that were: 1. 
Define criterions for this kind of information system 2. Design IS which fulfils the 
criterions. 3. Study compatible problems 4. Study what are the technical require-
ments for implementing this kind of system. Deeper explanation about these goals 
and how we reached them are in chapter 5 

 
We have designed new kind of information system model so we have designed new 
solution not implement existing solution. And that’s the reason why our study is 
constructive research. 
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Fifth phase implements innovation that solves the research problem and test it. 
Whole functionality of the research process is also going under the test, because this 
phase demands effective co-operation. Strong team is needed to getting this con-
struction to test in the focus organization. This phase demands big investments for 
the focus organizations. This causes that research team have to be coherent so that 
this team could point that this research is worth to invest. If research reaches this 
phase it means that this research is remarkable and research is at least partly suc-
cessful. (Lukka, 2001) 

 
We aren’t going to test our solution, because our time is so limited. However we are 
going to validate our solution as well as we can so our solution is also kind of 
tested. We are leaving our solution to under testing in Kemi-Tornio University of 
applying sciences. Because we have reached this phase for our project we can as-
sume that our project was successful. 

 
Sixth phase is thinking the scope of solution. At least in this phase researcher 
should keep distance in the empirical work and study it objective within the focus 
organization. With this we can analyze results and wide the scope of our results in 
the other environments. (Lukka, 2001) 

 
We made some rough analysis with co-operation of focus organization and there 
came up an idea that this project could be suitable for bigger research in the whole 
Barents region and could be done with the help of EU-funding. 

 
In the seventh also the last phase you have to recognize and analyze the theoretical 
contribution. In this phase you have to study “does this research produce something 
new information in existing theories?” Even functional construct produces some 
sort of theoretical contribution because then you have reached your goal. When us-
ing deep analyzing in this method – result chain, you could lead thorough theory. 
(Lukka, 2001) 

 
We made new theory about virtual organizations information system designing. We 
use Jafari’s good portal theory and widened it to suit in the need of virtual organi-
zations. Our design is new, because there is no exact knowledge how to form virtual 
organizations information systems between coopetitive organizations. So we claim 
that our work has produced theoretical contribution in science community. 

 
Our purpose of the study is to create solution, which is valid only in this case be-
cause our resources are so limited. But we assume that our theory is easily used for 
larger scale and is effortless to test that it is valid. 

 
 

2.2 Data collection strategies 
 

When collecting data you can use primary data or secondary data. Primary data 
means that it is data which you have collected. Secondary data means that it is data 
which someone else has collected before. Yin has stated that no other single source 
is better than other and he claims that combination of these two is necessary to re-
ceive the desired information. (Yin, 1994) 
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That is the reason why we are using both data forms in our study, because we are 
trying to do our study as professional as we can. 
 
Our main data collection strategies are: Deep personal interviews with consultants. 
During those interviews first we are going to describe the ISIVO to them by pic-
tures, charts, and verbally. Secondly, ask predefined questions about various issues. 
Thirdly, form open discussion around ISIVO to raise possible issues we didn’t think 
before. These interviews will be recorder with portable recorder for further analyze. 
Questionnaires from interviews will be on appendixes.  
 
According to Ormrod and Leedy interviews are efficient way to gain people’s be-
liefs and perspectives about the facts. They also state that in qualitative studies in-
terviews are often open-ended or semi structured to more likely to gain essential in-
formation. (Ormrod & Leedy, 2005) 

 
In literature collection we are using articles and books from “gurus” that are com-
monly approved by the science community concerning data system, web applica-
tions, portals, virtual organizations, databases and network security.  

 
2.3 Sample selection 

 
According to Ormrod & Leedy (2005), qualitative researchers draw their data from 
many sources, not only from variety of people, but perhaps also from objects, tex-
tual materials, and audiovisual and electronical records. Ormrod & Leedy (2005) 
also states that how you identify your sample must depend on what research ques-
tion(s) you want to answer. 

 
In our work we choose our sample based on our need to find criterions for our 
work. We choose our interviewees according to their knowledge in different special 
areas. In a same way we choose our literature to support our work. 
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2.4 Literature study 
 

We are using keywords, which are conducted to our research problem and sub prob-
lem. As we thought about the subject we choose, we soon realized that we had to 
find out keywords about these areas: 

 
1. Forming and structure of virtual organizations: Knowledge about basics of vir-
tual organization. 
2. Knowledge about database solutions: To find out suitable database model for 
our case. 
3. Knowledge about characteristics of good portal: To find out criterions of good 
portals.  
4. Knowledge about security issues: Different security issues concerning virtual 
organizations, portals, networks and communication through Internet. 
5. Back up: Strategies of handling backup issues. 
6. Software: Knowledge about available operating systems, database management 
systems, programming software 
7. UML: Knowledge about how to use this and what are the best diagrams in our 
case.  

 
We have used directions such as finding library catalog, indexes and abstracts in the 
library’s reference section and online databases. Most of the theories we found were 
on online databases in Ebrary. Another great source for references was the ACM 
digital library portal. We are using also following strategies to finding literature: 1. 
Looking at government publications, 2. Surfing the Internet, 3. Using citations and 
reference lists of those who have gone before us. With these strategies we found 
many articles that were useful when we write our methodology. These were also 
useful when we try to understand some matter in our study. 

 
2.5 Data analysis strategies  

 
First we are using specifications for sorting and categorizing the data collected. 
Then we have used keywords that were raised during interviews, to analyze the col-
lected data. These keywords were extremely helpful when using virtual libraries to 
find exact knowledge over various subjects. Then we have to analyze the data to 
find out if it is relevant information when comparing to the formed criterions. 

 
In literature data analysis strategies we are using pattern matching strategy. This 
means that we have to find similarities in our literature data and in interviews what 
we have collected and create new theory based on them.  

 
2.6 Methods of achieving validity and reliability 

  
One of the methods to gain extensive validity is triangulation. In this method we use 
information from different sources and use that to back up our own theories. (Leedy 
& Ormrod, 2005) We use two different sources to get our finding validated.  
First method is called feedback from others. In this method we ask for opinion, 
about the results, from other specialists in this field and make conclusions based on 
their answers. (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) 
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Second method is respondent validation. With this method we are going back to the 
consultants to ask their opinions about the results and find out if these are relevant 
based on their own experience. (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) 
 
Because our thesis is single case study we can’t validate our findings completely. 
That is the reason why we are submitting our study under critique within Kemi-
Tornio University of applying sciences and University of Luleå. 

 
We are using different methods for increasing reliability for our study. These are: 

• Critique against sources. This means that you have to evaluate sources that 
these are trustworthy. (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) 

• We are using standards for our solutions and we are using solutions, which 
are to commonly approve to be good in other studies  same method is 
used in component based programming structure. We are going to fulfill the 
criterions as good as possible and we are motivating our findings well. 

 
 

2.7 Unified Modelling Language 
 

Unified Modelling Language (UML) is object oriented graphical modeling lan-
guage. Modeling language is a description language that is used to describe designs 
in different methods. Method is a way to organize ideas and actions. Method ex-
plains the meaning of different actions: what, how, when and why it is done. Big-
gest difference between method and modeling language is that modeling language 
doesn’t contain instructions of actions. Because UML is not depended what lan-
guage or method is used it is widely used for modeling different systems and con-
structions. Modeling language describes designed object with a help of picture and 
text. The result of that is the model that tells to the developers how the designed ob-
ject should look. (Mulari & Postila, 2004) 

 
We decided to use this because we have good knowledge about this modeling lan-
guage. This is also very popular in Finland so we assume that our models are easily 
understood in the development phase. Third reason was that our commissioner 
guides us to do our models using UML. 

 
2.7.1 UML package diagram 

Packages are UML constructs that enable you to organize model elements into 
groups, making your UML diagrams simpler and easier to understand. Packages are 
depicted as file folders and can be used on any of the UML diagrams. (Ambler, 
2005) 

2.7.2 Deployment diagram 

A UML deployment diagram depicts a static view of the run-time configuration of 
processing nodes and the components that run on those nodes. In other words, de-
ployment diagrams show the hardware for your system, the software that is installed 
on that hardware, and the middleware used to connect the disparate machines to one 
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another. You want to create a deployment diagram for applications that are de-
ployed to several machines, for example a point-of-sales application running on a 
thin-client network computer which interacts with several internal servers behind 
your corporate firewall or a customer service system deployed using web services 
architecture such as Microsoft’s .NET.  Deployment diagrams can also be created to 
explore the architecture of embedded systems, showing how the hardware and 
software components work together. (Ambler, 2005) 

We are going to design our architectural model by using UML package and de-
ployment diagram. We use these two diagrams, because these will describe best our 
architectural solution. We use this also because our participants recommended using 
these two models. 
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3. THEORY 
 

In this chapter we present our theoretical base for this study. First we will present 
general information about virtual organizations. Next we will present those portal 
theories to where we partially base our criterions. Then, we will go over different 
theories concerning different aspects about our work. And finally in the end, we will 
give a brief summary of all above. 

 
3.1 Virtual organizations 

 
Virtual organization is a network of organizations and/or individuals who share a 
common purpose or objective. These small and medium organizations can use e-
Collaboration leverage for seamless integration of inter-organizational processes 
and form virtual organizations (such as with suppliers and customers) to satisfy the 
needs of their customers or achieve strategic objectives. (Fong, 2004)  

 
Today, when the effects of globalization can be seen even in the smallest town, it is 
important for small companies to find out different ways to survive. One of the 
most effective ways of doing this is forming cluster of several SME’ s, a virtual or-
ganization, which are many small firms operating in the same field grouped to-
gether. This virtualization is necessary if SME organization wants to survive in the 
tightened competition. By forming virtual organization SME firms could become 
fully competitive for bigger organizations. (Fong, 2004) 

  
We are concerning these matters in our work, because we are forming Virtual Or-
ganization between firms that are using ISIVO. We have to know what are the 
strengths when forming Virtual Organization and what are the weaknesses. We 
have to find out why these firms need Virtualization. We have founded that these 
firms are now in the situation where they try to compete both externally and inter-
nally. This is reducing their profits, because firms have to focus their strategies to 
compete against each other. We are revising their strategies so that they can focus 
their strategies more cooperative and still coopetitive direction. The benefits from 
this are that these firms can focus their marketing, get better conspicuousness and 
they can automate their booking facilities. 

 
When SME changes their value chain, business models and strategies so that it rec-
ognizes capabilities of the Internet and virtualization they can compete in the mar-
kets where their small size makes it impossible (Tetteh, 2002).  

 
We are changing firms’ business models and strategies so that they recognize the 
capabilities of Internet, because ISIVO basically Internet based portal. We are not 
going to change these models directly, because we don’t need to do that. This 
changing process is achieved when firms are joining to ISIVO. 

 
The procedure of transformation of an SME into a large-scale virtual organization 
has four stages. 

 
1. The first stage - determination by the initiator (a specific SME) of the goal, that 
is, the task to be accomplished. 
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Our client has determined the SME firms that are going to join this portal. So we 
don’t put efforts in this matter. 

 
2. The second stage - carrying out a feasibility study on an independent accom-
plishment by the SME of the task. In the case of negative result, undertaking actions 
aimed at creation of the virtual enterprise in cooperation with other SME's. 

 
This phase is also outside boundaries of our thesis subject. Because we are limiting 
our work just concerning the technical aspects of forming Virtual Organization. 
This phase is also finished by our client. We are still finding out what are the goals 
and actions that ISIVO should fulfill. These goals are increasing profits by increas-
ing amount of customers, making ISIVO firms and whole area more conspicuous-
ness and finally making better business strategies and models to these firms which 
are joined ISIVO.  

 
3. The third stage - creation of the virtual enterprise. This organization, comprised 
of various organizations, has the task to achieve the proposed goal. We have to pay 
attention to the fact that activity of such an organization is not always concurrent 
with the principles of systems procedure. With the systems procedure, effects of the 
entire system (i. e., of the entire newly created organization) are optimized. And 
here, we deal with a local optimization (i. e., maximization of effects for every sin-
gle organization being a part of the virtual organization). A single SME strives to 
gain as great profit as possible, and it enters into virtual alliances only then when its 
profit is higher than in the traditional alliances, or if it functioned independently. 

 
We are focusing our thesis in this phase. This is the most important phase, because 
if ISIVO is not profitable it is no reason to use and then the whole Virtual Organi-
zation will be useless. We have no tested theory is this ISIVO profitable and inter-
esting, because this ISIVO is not used yet. We have done research about using lit-
erature and empirical data how to make this information system as profitable and 
interesting as possible. We claim that by using ISIVO companies will get more 
profits, because you can get more customers and make your trademark well known. 
And if this is profitable then it is naturally more interesting. 

 
4. The fourth stage - having accomplished the task, the virtual enterprise is being 
dissolved. In practice, the enterprises, if they have accomplished their tasks, seek 
new goals and modify the previously created virtual organization up to new tasks. 
Sometimes, it happens that the virtual enterprise transforms itself into holding com-
panies of various types. Then virtualization may be treated as an introduction to the 
next stage, creation of a traditional large-scale organization. (Fong, 2004) 

 
Future is going to show us is this ISIVO good enough to fulfill these fourth phase 
demands. We are very confident that ISIVO is very successful, raise interest in this 
area and affect the economy in this area. We don’t think that using ISIVO forms 
bigger traditional large-scale organizations, because our firms are in different 
branches.  
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These researches are made from organizations within same branch. We however are 
going to combine these theories to gain useful theory for our case where organiza-
tions are in different branches. 

 
3.2 Portal theories 

 
According Jafari the process of building a portal can be divided into four steps: de-
fine, design, develop and deploy (Jafari, 2003.) 

 
Define. 

 
One of the earliest tasks in a portal project is to define the functional requirements 
of the system. Requirements for our project will be gathered from interviews and 
from previous theories. The interviewees are consultants of different areas of ex-
pertise for example security and networks. The meaning of the “define” phase is a 
conceptual document identifying all major functional requirements for this project. 
(Jafari, 2003) 

 
Design 

 
The design of a portal is the most important and critical part of the project. The de-
sign should be done by individuals with expertise in technology and an under-
standing of end users’ needs. The design of a portal should follow the functional re-
quirements architected by the “define” group, with input and guidance from the sen-
ior software engineer who has been given the role of system architect. Individuals 
participating in the design phase include engineers and experts in software, database 
administration, security, user interface technologies and hardware. The design 
group can be a mixture of internal staff and external vendors and consultants. The 
deliverable of the design phase may include comprehensive technical documents 
and blueprints describing all major technical requirements and procedures necessary 
for the development of the system and the integration of its components. (Jafari, 
2003) 

 
Our design process will be somewhat similar to Jafari’s process. We will follow the 
criterions found in define phase. The difference to Jafari’s process is that the ex-
perts won’t participate to our design. Of course we will show our results to them to 
validate our work but they won’t participate into it. And finally we will design the 
architectural model with UML deployment charts as a deliverable of design. 

 
These two areas (define and design) are the main focus points of our work we are 
not going to look into the other two. 

 
Develop.  

 
The development phase of a portal project should begin after the project is fully de-
fined and is conceptually and technically designed as elaborated in the previous sec-
tions.   
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Deploy. 
 

The deployment of a portal project includes the actual installation of the portal 
software and delivery of a set of production services. The deployment requires of-
fering services associated with the day-to-day operation of the system, including 
hardware and software maintenance, help desk support, system upgrades, etc. 
 

 
3.2.1 The requirements of a good portal. 

 
One of the parts from where we are going to build our theory is how to build good 
portal. ISIVO functions at web server and it shows out to a customer as a portal so 
it is important for us to find out what are requirements of a good portal. Some of the 
requirements concerns about usability or GUI and we are not going to use those as-
pects in our criteria because of our limitations.  

 
1. Ease of use 

 
Perhaps the most important requirement for building a successful portal is ease of 
use. First, if portal is hard to use, it will be ignored by the users. Second, the insti-
tution will be forced to offer costly training sessions and develop instructional 
manuals for hard-to-use system. Third, the institution will be forced to expand help 
desk resources if its portal system is not easy to learn and use. This could be a no-
ticeable expense because a portal requires a 24/7 availability. (Jafari, 2003) 

 
We are not exactly going to look deeply in this criterion, but of course we have to 
take it in some level in consideration. The feeling of “this is effortless, easy to use” 
comes from many aspects. For example one time authentication, which will be cov-
ered later, or GUI, that is not within our limitation. 

 
2. Availability of single-sign-on authentication. 

 
A good portal should not ask its users to authenticate more than once. For instance, 
single-sign-on authentication should let students access information about all of 
their current courses, register for new courses, access their campus mailboxes, pay 
their parking fees, use an instant messenger, renew books borrowed from the library 
and the like. Even though these services may be based on different computer hosts, 
each requiring authentication, the user should need to authenticate only to the portal 
and rely on that application’s authentication coordination feature to enable transpar-
ent access to all the services for which the user is eligible. (Jafari, 2003) 

 
This aspect is relevant to our work when thinking about communication between 
several independent company information systems and ISIVO. We have to think 
about ways to make authentication possible. This definition of authentication above 
is from the user’s perspective; we however have to think also the authentication of 
the computers. This is necessary because of different information systems. Authen-
tication is needed to prevent unauthorized access to companies’ crucial information.   
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3. Ease of integration with existing services. 

 
Any portal system should have features that allow it to be integrated with existing 
databases and Web application services. For example, a campus portal would have 
very little value if it weren’t integrated at least with the campus student information 
system. Before a portal project is begun, the design team should identify all the ex-
isting databases and services with which the portal is to be integrated. (Jafari, 2003) 

 
This is extremely important aspect for us because ISIVO is one kind of virtual or-
ganization that haves several independent members. There are multiple existing da-
tabases and services to be identified and possibly to be integrated.  

 
4. Platform independence.  

 
Many vendors of portal systems tie their products to the operating systems or hard-
ware products of particular manufacturers. Sometimes this is because a partnership 
exists between the two companies. Other times it simply reflects a technology pref-
erence or a business decision on the part of the portal system vendor. Selecting a 
portal product that is tightly tied to a particular operating system is limiting but may 
be practical, especially if that operating system is well supported on campus and has 
a bright future. In most cases such a decision does not also tie the portal to a single 
hardware vendor. The flexibility to change hardware vendors in response to market 
conditions is important, so a portal decision that ties the campus to one hardware 
vendor is not just limiting but dangerous. Unless the campus IT environment is sin-
gle-vendor focused, and is projected to remain so for the life of the portal product, 
platform independence is an important selection criterion. (Jafari, 2003) 

 
This aspect is also important to our work. Our intension was to find out should 
ISIVO be designed in that way that it would support multiple operating systems or 
should the companies change their IS to be compatible for ISIVO. 

 
5. Performance.  

 
The performance of the portal is critical when the system is under heavy use. Per-
formance problems become noticeable to the users when the system slows down or 
rejects new logons. Performance problems tend to occur during periods of peak use 
of the system, for instance at the beginning and end of a semester. When imple-
mentation decisions are being made, the team needs to consider such factors as 
network capacity, performance benchmarks of the hardware being considered and 
the expertise of the system administrators in tuning the performance of the operat-
ing system on which the portal application will run.(Jafari, 2003) 

 
We will consider this aspect carefully because it is important for success of the sys-
tem to run efficiently and fast. This is especially important for our design because 
of the constant interaction between companies’ information systems. 
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6. Expandability 
 

Every portal product analysis should seriously consider the expandability of the sys-
tem. A portal, at the beginning of its deployment, may not be subject to heavy use. 
However, any successful portal project is likely to become a “victim of its own suc-
cess” and to need periodic expansion during the course of its operation. Complex 
economic considerations will dictate the capacity and performance of the initial por-
tal system deployed, but an intelligent implementation will assume that the system 
will need to be expanded and upgraded as its users become increasingly reliant 
upon it, and will select the components of the system accordingly. (Jafari, 2003) 

 
This is matter that we have to take in consideration but it is hard to predict how suc-
cessful the actual ISIVO would be. That is why we will design the capacity of per-
formance aspect based on consultation and common sense. 

 
7. Conformity to open standards. 

 
When portal system vendors and developers use open programming and interface 
standards, they dramatically increase the ease with which their systems can be inte-
grated with products created by other vendors. One of the most familiar open prog-
ramming standards is Open Data Base Connectivity (ODBC). ODBC allows portal 
developers to write applications and tools that work with any database (e. g., stu-
dent records, user directory) that supports ODBC. Because of the thriving ODBC 
development community, every major relational database is now compliant with the 
ODBC standard. (Jafari, 2003)  

 
The using of commonly approved standards is important part of our design too. By 
using the standards designer gain much more reliability for his design. In our case it 
is extremely important to design a IS that is compatible with other information sys-
tems. 

 
8. Favorability of pricing and licensing terms.  

 
With more and deeper budget cuts facing educational institutions, it is important to 
have a full understanding of the portal project’s implementation and support costs. 
In most cases the cost of software licensing is the smallest part of the total equation. 
Day-to-day maintenance of the software and the underlying databases, user support 
and system upgrades all require considerable human resources and budget. If a 
campus does not purchase maintenance and upgrade contracts from its portal soft-
ware vendors, it should seriously consider having on board a strong technical staff 
and management team. Calculation of the overall budget for implementation and 
maintenance of a portal project is not easy. Many costs remain hidden until the por-
tal project is in production. (Jafari, 2003) 

 
We have to take licensing fees in consideration when designing the architecture, be-
cause the companies joining to ISIVO are relatively small and high licensing fees 
might scare them away. We have to keep the overall cost of joining as small as pos-
sible.  
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3.3 Database theories 
 

Another part when creating our theory is to find out the suitable database solution 
for our case and think about the requirements of such solution to the system. ISIVO 
is a multi IS system, that have also multiple databases, so we are going to need a so-
lution that supports our criterions and fits in to that environment. We need also 
somehow make sure that updating of data within databases is handled properly. 
This is important because the same data is needed on several databases. As for a 
one type of a solution Dahanayake presents a multidatabase system.  

 
A multidatabase system (MDBS) is a distributed database system in which each site 
maintains complete autonomy. For a user it presents itself as a single database. The 
local databases may have autonomy for their own applications. (Dahanayake, 2002) 

 
Neil Coburn and Per-Åke Larson (1992) states on their article that the difficulties 
arising in constructing a multi-database system from three fundamental properties 
of the component database systems: autonomy, distribution, and heterogeneity.  

 
Autonomy 

 
Each component database system (DBS) is assumed to be an autonomous database 
management system or a file system. To a component DBS, the multidatabase sys-
tem is just another user application; it has no special privileges. It must use the 
same DBS interface that all other applications use. It has no control over or influ-
ence on how the data is modelled by the DBS: neither on the data content nor on its 
representation .The autonomy of the local DBS makes it much more difficult for the 
multidatabase system to present the same level of functionality as a traditional DBS 
provides. For example, it cannot access the lock table of the local DBS and, it can - 
not affect the order in which the local DBS commits transactions. So it has to man-
age the execution and the commits of global (sub) transactions in spite of the arbi-
trary (possibly conflicting) decisions of component DBSs. (Coburn & Larson, 
1992) 

 
Each component database is assumed to be under local control. The data that is ex-
ported to the multidatabase system and the access constraints that apply must be 
agreed to by the two parties, that is, the database administrators of the component 
database and the multidatabase. Data stored in file systems present special problems 
mainly because of the limited functionality offered by such systems. One example 
is the lack of concurrency control, a fairly common deficiency. (Coburn & Larson, 
1992) 

 
Distribution 

 
Two aspects of distribution are of importance in this context: geographical distribu-
tion and data distribution. In geographical distribution different component DBSs 
runs on different machines that are connected through a communication network. 
The machines may differ considerably in speed and capacity. The same applies to 
communication links. In data distribution, data is managed by multiple, independent 
DBSs. Data distribution does not necessarily imply geographical distribution: mul-
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tiple database systems can run on the same machine. For example, it is quite com-
mon to run DB2 and IMS on the same machine. (Coburn & Larson, 1992) 

 
 
 

Heterogeneity 
 

Heterogeneity is the primary source of difficulties in providing multidatabase ser-
vices. We consider three categories of heterogeneity: differences in data representa-
tion, in capabilities, and in interfaces. An obvious first classification can be done 
based on the data model supported by the DBS: relational, network, hierarchical, or 
object-oriented. These data models provide different primitives for structuring data. 
However, many other properties and features are typically associated with a data 
model: the constraints that can be expressed and enforced, a data definition lan-
guage, a data manipulation language, and application program interfaces. For ex-
ample, SQL is closely tied with the relational model and all systems based on the 
relational model support SQL. In some situations, (industry or formal) standards ex-
ist, for example, SQL for relational systems and NDL for network databases. 
(Coburn & Larson, 1992) 

 
Though systems claim to be standards-compliant, frequently, they have their own 
extensions and variations. In addition, many important features of database systems 
are not covered by standards. (Coburn & Larson, 1992) 

 
It is far from clear as to how to detect such semantic differences and how to com-
pensate for them. The local DBSs can have different capabilities: some may support 
the two-phase commit protocol while others may not. These capabilities must be 
coordinated to provide a uniform interface to the multidatabase applications. In ad-
dition, the local DBSs may run on a variety of platforms whose processing speeds 
and capabilities may vary greatly. (Coburn & Larson, 1992) 

 
As we think about the characteristics of ISIVO, we find out that this kind of data-
base system is needed. The databases are separated; work individually but also 
needs interaction between the ISIVO databases. In some cases, for the users, the da-
tabases present itself as a single database. For example: to the customer. We will 
think about Coburn and Larsen’s description of difficulties when designing our 
structure and when thinking about questions to ask further knowledge from the in-
terviewees. 

. 
 

3.3.1 Database management system software 
 

When choosing database management system software you have to keep in mind 
that what are the requirements, licensing fees, characteristics of the different soft-
ware. Today all of the most common alternatives are almost similar when consid-
ering compatibility or performance issues. So it is not relevant to what software to 
choose. However designer must take account also different cost or future use factors 
when deciding. Here are few candidates of those software’s we intend to choose 
from. 
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SQL Server 
 

SQL Server is Microsoft’s relational database management system. SQL Server is 
fast becoming most widely used database software over the world. SQL Server has 
suffered from the reputation to be sluggish and difficult to handle but today, patch 
after patch, those problems are long gone. Today SQL Server offers high compati-
bility, fastness, ease of maintenance and reliable database solutions. It also offers 
high compatibility over .NET applications. (Shapiro, 2000) 

 
MySQL 

 
MySQL is the most popular Open Source SQL database management system. It is 
developed, distributed and supported by Swedish company called MySQL AB. 
Founded by two Swedes and a Finn (David Axmark, Allan Larsson, and Monty 
Widenius); the company’s mission is to “make superior data management afford-
able to all.” (Groff, 2002) 

 
Because it is Open Source system, it is possible that anyone can download or mod-
ify it without charge. However for commercial use you will need a proper license. 
MySQL offers very fast, reliable, high compatibility and easy to use solution to data 
storage issue. It is also highly suited for Internet databases. (MY SQL AB, 2005) 

 
ORACLE 

 
Oracle Corporation was the first database management system vendor to offer 
commercial SQL product.  Today it is the largest enterprise on its branch. One of 
the major advantages of it is the compatibility. The Oracle products are compatible 
to various systems, from Windows systems to UNIX or even mainframe systems. 
(Groff, 2002) 

 
Oracle considers its major competitor to be Microsoft, and it embraces a network 
centric enterprise computing architecture to combat Microsoft’s PC-centric view. In 
the Oracle view, a centralized database system is the critical data store for all in-
formation within an organization, which should be accessible anytime and any-
where via the Internet. Easier central control and maintenance provided by this arc-
hitecture are key selling points for Oracle to enterprise IS organizations. (Groff, 
2002) 

 
3.4  Operating system 

 
We choose under study only Microsoft family for operating system, because there 
were many aspects that supports this choice. We will state these aspects in next 
chapters. This operating system is made for client/server and peer to peer networks 
in small or large enterprise networks. All Windows 2000 family products are de-
signed to increase reliability, deliver higher level of system availability and scala-
bility. All of these Windows 2000 family are designed so that these will lowers cost 
and allows organization to adapt quickly to change. Windows 2000 family provides 
administrators with more control over their networks and client/server infrastructure 
maximizing flexibility while supporting the kind of centralized control typically as-
sociated with mainframe/terminal model. (Sheldon& Wilansky, 2003) 
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Windows 2000 server 

 
Windows 2000 server is a file, print, management, Web and application server plat-
form. Windows 2000 server is complete set of infrastructures which are based on 
Active Directory. AD centralized all the management of users, groups, security ser-
vices and network resources. Windows 2000 server contains all the multipurpose 
capabilities required for workgroups and branch offices. It is very usable in the de-
partmental use of file, print, application, Web and communication servers. Win-
dows 2000 Server is ideal for small to medium sized enterprise application deploy-
ments. (Sheldon& Wilansky, 2003) 

 
 

Windows 2000 Advanced Server 
 

This contains all the activities that are in the 2000 server. Advanced server contains 
more advanced high availability and improved scalability, which are needed in the 
enterprises or in the larger departments. Advanced server is ideal for database-in-
tensive work, because advanced server could use more physical memory and more 
ways in multiprocessing systems. (Sheldon& Wilansky, 2003) 

 
Windows 2000 Datacenter Server 

 
This contains all the activities which are in the 2000 Advanced Server. This is de-
signed for large-scale enterprise solutions. It is designed for large data warehouses, 
econometric analysis, large-scale simulations in science and engineering, online 
transaction processing and server consolidation projects. This is good in big ISP’s 
and web site hosting also. (Sheldon& Wilansky, 2003) 

 
 

Windows 2003 Server 
 

Windows 2003 server is a based on the same code as Windows XP. These are client 
and server edition in the same OS. Just like Windows 2000 and Windows 2000 
servers are. Windows Server 2003 improves upon previous versions of Windows in 
the areas of availability, reliability, security, and scalability. Windows 2003 is de-
signed to allow customers to do more with less. Microsoft claims that companies 
that have deployed Windows 2003 have been able to operate with up to 30 percent 
greater efficiency in the areas of application development and administrative over-
head. Windows 2003 Server has four versions Windows Server 2003 Web Edition, 
Standard Edition, Enterprise Edition and Datacenter Server. (Shinder, 2003) 
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New functions in the Windows 2003 Server 
 

Microsoft has enhanced most of the features carried over from Windows 2000 
Server and has added some new features for Windows Server 2003. For example: 

 
• Active Directory has been updated to improve replication, management, and mi-

grations. 
• File and Print services have been updated to make them more dependable and 

quicker. 
• The number of nodes supported in clustering has been increased and new tools 

have been added to aid in cluster management. 
• Terminal Server better supports using local resources when using the Remote 

Desktop Protocol. 
• IIS 6.0, Media Services 9.0, and XML services have been added to Windows 

Server 2003. 
• New networking technologies and protocols are supported, including Simple 

Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning 
(WebDAV), IPv6, wireless networking, fiber channel, and automatic configura-
tion for multiple networks. 

• New command-line tools have been added for easier administration. 
• Software Restriction Policies allow administrators to control which applications 

can be run. 
• All features of Windows have been updated to reflect Microsoft’s security ini-

tiative.(Shinder, 2003)  
 

 
3.5  Web Servers 
 
Web server is basically software, which is installed, in the actual server. Web server 
manages all the Internet processes in the system. (Wikipedia, 2005) We choose two 
web servers in our case because these are widely used and proofed to be good in 
this kind of purposes. 

 
Internet Information Service 

 
Internet Information service (IIS) is developed by Microsoft and it is a set of Inter-
net based services for computers that are running windows operating systems. 
Originally supplied as part of the Option Pack for Windows NT, they were subse-
quently integrated with Windows 2000 and Windows Server 2003. The current 
(Windows 2003) version is IIS 6.0 and includes servers for FTP, SMTP, NNTP and 
HTTP/HTTPS. Earlier versions also included a Gopher server. (Wikipedia, 2005) 
 

 
IIS 5 

 
IIS 5 is integrated in Windows 2000 Server. There are many Web servers that are 
made for hosting Web sites and supporting E-commerce. IIS has few advantages if 
it comparing to others. One is that IIS provides total integration with Windows 
2000 so it makes possible to use Web information both internal organization and 
external Internet. IIS integrates Windows 2000’s Active Directory services, security 
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and file access also. When using IIS you can use maintain Web server and operating 
systems in the same place so this saves in maintain costs. In addition, IIS 5 in-
creases the efficiency of corporate and Internet service provider (ISP) administra-
tion. The Microsoft Management Console (MMC) and Web-based administration, 
along with the integrated Terminal Server, allows for secure administration from 
within the internal network, or over an external network (that is, the Internet). 
(Reeves, 2001) 

 
IIS 6 

 
IIS 6 has same services as in the IIS 5, but these are many things which are 
changed. Version 6 is designed to be much more stable and secure than previous 
versions.  Earlier versions of IIS, all the services ran in the inetinfo.exe process or 
out of process in dllhost.exe. If there were errors in web site running in inetinfo.exe, 
this could take down the entire web service, causing and the whole site shut down. 
IIS 6 has better error handling because; it separates web-server code from applica-
tion handling code with a kernel-mode HTTP listener, http.sys, and the Web Ad-
ministration. (Henrickson, 2003) 

Earlier versions of IIS contains many vulnerabilities, most popular was CA-2001-19 
which led to the infamous "Code Red worm”. In IIS 6.0, Microsoft has changed the 
behavior of  ISAPI handlers, many of which were backdoors in the vulnerabilities 
on 4.0 and 5.0, thus reducing the attack surface of IIS.  

Earlier versions of IIS, all the features were run on the System account, allowing 
exploits to run wild on the system. Under 6.0 all request handling processes are 
collected under Network Services account which has significantly fewer privileges. 
This means that, if there is a vulnerability in a  code, it wouldn't necessarily 
compromise the entire system given hacker free environment to put harmful code in 
the system. IIS 6.0 also contained a new kernel HTTP stack (http.sys) with a stricter 
HTTP request parser and response cache for both static and dynamic content. 
(Wikipedia, 2005) 

Apache Web Server 

Apache is the most widely deployed web server in the world as of 2005. Apache is 
a free software for Unix systems (BSD, Linux and Unix). This server works also in 
Microsoft Windows, Novell Netware and other platforms. (Wikipedia, 2005) 

Apache contains highly configurable error messages, A database management 
system based authentication database and content negotiation. Apache support 
many GUIs which permit easier and more deeper configuration and management of 
the server. (Wikipedia, 2005) 

Apache is most popular server for applications group called LAMP (Linux, Apache, 
MySQL, PHP/Perl/Python). (Wikipedia, 2005) 

Apache supports many features some implented as modules. Apache supports 
languages such as Perl, Python, TCL and PHP. Authentication modules includes 
mod-access, mod-auth and mod-digest. Other features includes are for example 
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SSL, TSL support, proxy module, URL rewriter (rewrite engine), custom log files 
and filterin support. Apache log can viewed via web browser using some of the free 
script programs. (Wikipedia, 2005) 

Here are some advantages why use Apache web server: 

Ease Of Installation 

Everybody who has used Linux systems, installing Apache systems is not a 
problem. You can install it in two forms:  

• Precompiled form which means that you can install it like every applications in 
windows. You just install it using distributed binary or precombiled software 

• Source form: This means that you have to issue series of commands at the 
Linux console. In this type you have to compile from the source file. Advanced 
users use this, because they can modify Apache exact that form as they want it. 
(Appu, 2002) 

 Ease of Configuration 
 

If you have used Linux text editor, Apache is very easy to configure.  You have to 
configure just one configuration file to get Apache running. If you don’t want to use 
text editor there are also third part graphic user interfaces for configuring Apache. 
(Appu, 2002) 

 
High Performance and Low Resource Consumption 

 
Apache server uses preforking model when launching processes. This means that 
these forked processes are alive and they just wait for the answer request. Other 
servers use different method. Others start processes only when a request is sent to 
them. After request is answered the process is shut down. This affects that these 
servers are slow to response in requests. When using Apache it can respond more 
quickly, because of this preforking. (Appu, 2002) 

 
Open Source 

 
Every user can get, use, modify, alter, or rewrite Apache source code per his needs. 
As a result of this the developers can modify the code and design a Web server tai-
lored to their requirements. This is very useful when server is designed to fulfil re-
quirements for the special project. You can modify your server to fulfil the needs of 
the software. When using other servers you have to modify your software so that it 
will work in the server. (Appu, 2002) 

 
Security 

 
Apache contain many security features that make it safer to use. Apache include 
module called mod_ssl, which makes it fully compatible in SSL. SSL is more ex-
plained in the security chapter of this thesis. Apache supports wide range of data-
base servers for example Oracle and MySQL. These are capable to handle large 
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amount of data and these contains effective user authentication also. There are no 
widespread viruses that cause threat to Apache. (Appu, 2002) 

 
Language Support 

 
The languages supported by Apache are PHP: Hypertext Pre-processor, Active 
Server Pages (ASP), Java Server Pages (JSP), Perl, Common Gateway Interface 
(CGI), Server Side Includes (SSI), and many more. Apache contain also support for 
HTTP/1.1. This HTTP/1.1 contains support for virtual hosts, persistent connections, 
resource caching, client-file uploading, enhanced error reporting, and content nego-
tiation. These supports makes Apache flexible and desired Web server. (Appu, 
2002) 

 
Support for Windows 

 
Apache supports most Windows-based platforms, such as Windows NT, Windows 
2000, Windows 98, and Windows 95.Though the support is built in and Apache 
runs on these platforms, they are not considered ideal for production environments. 
(Appu, 2002) 

 
Scalability 

 
You can use one Apache server as a multiple web server by creating multiple vir-
tual hosts. This is ideal for ISP’s, which wants to host multiple sites with low man-
agement and other costs. (Appu, 2002) 
 

 
3.6 Data Access Technology 

 
Almost all applications require some kind of data access. The ISIVO does not differ 
from this. When interacting between several databases the designer faces problems 
to find suitable technology to communicate between them. This technology has to 
be compatible with most types of databases, provide high performance but still not 
be too expensive to maintain or provide poor functionality. (Wilson, 1999) 

 
A challenge, that developers face, is to think ways how to handle accessing to ex-
isting data. Many times when designing a new application you need to gain access 
data that is already stored on different formats on different kind of databases. There 
is much kind of databases on market today, for example Oracle, SQL, MsAccess 
and Paradox, and all of these use different kind of data format to store the data. 
(Wilson, 1999) 

 
Another challenge is to handle the accessing needs of distributed applications. It is 
important to find efficient way to handle access of remote data to minimize the traf-
fic burden for network. In our work where there will be only relatively few remote 
computers this wont be such an important issue, but in bigger networks it is impor-
tant issue to concern. (Wilson, 1999) 
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ADO 
 

ActiveX data objects (ADO) is the newest and most compatible way to access data 
formed on several ways. The advantage over older interfaces is in its possibilities of 
use. It is compatible over different formats, the performance is high and it is easy to 
use. As a down side the existing software needs refining to make it work with 
ADO.(Wilson, 1999)  

 
ODBC 

 
Open database connectivity (ODBC) is standardized vendor-neutral application 
program interface. The primary advantage of ODBC is that it is easy to use and 
with it you can access a wide range of different database formats. However there 
are few setbacks for using it. The target database must support SQL- queries and it 
can have problems with databases that are not formed in traditional relational for-
mat.(Wilson, 1999) 

 
RDO 

 
A remote data object (RDO) is improved version of ODBC. The advantage over ba-
sic ODBC is that RDO is extremely fast accessing existing ODBC data. But never-
theless the problems remain same. (Wilson, 1999) 
DAO 

 
Data access objects (DAO) is the oldest of available technologies and is the only 
one that supports 16-bit environment. It is recommended only on those environ-
ments because other technologies provide better performance with fewer resources. 
(Wilson, 1999) 

 
 

3.7 Security 
 

Security of networks is critical part of the success of ISIVO. But because the special 
characteristics of it we had to look into the more specific way to handle its security. 
As we have stated before ISIVO is one kind of virtual organization that operates via 
Internet we have to find out how to implement proper security to it. Maiwald (2002) 
in his book brings up interesting aspects of the security of virtual private networks. 
Virtual private networks are generally separated into two types: users VPN and site 
VPN. User VPN’s are virtual private networks between individual user machine 
and organization site. Site VPN’s are used by organizations to connect without the 
need of expensive leased lines or to connect two different organizations that wish to 
communicate for some business purpose. ISIVO is one kind of site VPN. 

 
Maiwald (2002) in his book states that three key components of a site VPN are: 1. 
The VPN server. 2. The encryption algorithms. 3. The authentication system. By 
considering these components virtual organization can fulfill its security and per-
formance issues. We as a designers of ISIVO have consider these aspects as they 
belong to our criterion too. First let’s look deeper in to the matters. 
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The VPN server is the computer system that acts as the end point for the VPN. It 
must be sized to process the expected load. Most VPN software vendors should be 
able to provide a recommended process speed and memory configuration depending 
on the number of simultaneous VPN connections. Then we have to think about the 
proper size of the system and also give some room to grow.(Maiwald, 2002)  

 
As ISIVO sends its information across the Internet, it is important to use some kind 
of encryption to prevent misuse of it. The sensitive information may be valuable for 
years. Therefore, the encryption algorithm and the VPN implementation must pre-
vent an unauthorized individual from decrypting the traffic for some number of 
years.(Maiwald, 2002) 

 
Public Key 

 
Public key cryptography is asymmetric schema that uses two pair of keys for en-
cryption. It is called asymmetric, because it uses two keys which are mathemati-
cally related. These two keys are called private and public key pair. When using 
public key encryption user must generate a public and private key pair. The object 
will have only one private key but can obtain many public keys that are matches to 
other private keys. There are two ways to obtain public keys: 
 
• The Owner of the private key sends the receiver the matching public key. 
• The receiver obtains the key from a directory service such as the Active Direc-

tor service or Domain Name System (DNS). 
 

Public/Private key pair is used for data encryption and digital message signing. 
(Sheldon & Wilansky, 2003) 

 
Data Encryption 

 
Data encryption is developed for securing data. Data encryption will make sure that 
only the intended recipient is able to decrypt and view the original data. When se-
curing data the sender will get recipients public key and use it to encrypt the data 
and send it to recipient. Recipient uses its own private key to decrypt the data. En-
cryption is only secured if sender uses recipient’s public key for encrypting data. 
(Sheldon & Wilansky, 2003) 

 
Digital Message Signing 

 
Digital message signing is used for authentication and integrity but it does not pro-
vide confidentiality. Digital signing verifies sender’s identity to the recipient and 
also verifies that message is not hijacked and then changed. (Sheldon & Wilansky, 
2003) 
 
When sender signs a message, a message digest is created. A message digest is a 
representation of the message and is similar to a cyclic redundancy check (CRC). 
The sender uses his private key to encrypt the message digest. When the recipient 
receives the message the recipient obtains the sender’s public key to decrypt the 
message digest. The recipient then creates a message digest from the message and 
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compares the message digest to the decrypted message digest. If the message digest 
match, integrity is guaranteed (Picture 1). (Sheldon & Wilansky, 2003) 

 
 

 
 

Picture 1. Digital Message Signing 
 

 
Secret Key 

 
In secret key encryption is one key that provides security. Secret keys are mainly 
used short time before discarding. This process holds advantages when comparing 
to the public key encryption. For example if unauthorized person gets this key he 
can only get access in the session not in other sessions or other resources, because 
every session has it’s own secret key. (Sheldon & Wilansky, 2003) 

 
Secret Key Exchange 

 
A good solution to provide the secret key is using public keys. Public keys encrypt 
the secret key when it is sent via network. Public keys ensure confidentiality, au-
thentication and integrity so changing keys is always secured. (Sheldon & 
Wilansky, 2003) 

 
For example if Bill wants to send data to George by using secret key encryption 
they both generate half of the secret key. Bill obtain Georges public key to generate 
half of the secret key and vice versa. Then they send their half to each other and 
combine these to whole secret key. See picture 2. (Sheldon & Wilansky, 2003) 
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Picture 2. Secret Key Exchange 

 
  

Authentication 
 
Another point is authentication. ISIVO must somehow know that it communicates 
with right databases/information systems. The authentication process could be han-
dled by dynamic passwords or demonstrate knowledge of shared secret that is pre-
configured. (Maiwald, 2002) 

 
Further Maiwald (2002) states that when identifying the requirements of proper ar-
chitecting researcher should consider these factors: 

 
• The length of time information should be protected 
• The number of simultaneous user connections 
• The types of user connections that are expected 
• The number of remote site connections 
• The amount of traffic to expect to and from the remote sites 
• The security policy that governs the security configuration 

 
 

These factors partly answer to our criterion needs. By thinking about these require-
ments we will have some answers how to design architectural structure based on 
our criterions. Of course from these as well as from other theories we will get some 
ideas to what to ask from different consultants. 
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3.7.1 Security-related protocols 
 

Security-related protocols contain built-in authentication and encryption mecha-
nisms. Only thing that applications need to do is incorporate the protocol. There are 
many different kinds of protocols that function on different layers, so to understand 
how they actually work you have to think in wider perspective. Some protocols, 
such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTPS), secure information flow on applica-
tion layer and some, like Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) creates tunnels that al-
low virtual connections between computers in virtual private networks. Table 1 
shows the security-related protocols including their relation on different layers and 
encryption method they use. (Wilson, 1999) 

 
Protocol Layer Authentication Encryption Transport 
L2TP Datalink CHAP, PAP, MS-

CHAP 
RC4, DES IP, IPX, Net-

BEUI 
PPTP Datalink CHAP, PAP, MS-

CHAP 
RC4 IP, IPX, 

NetBEUI 
HTTP/SSL Application X.509 RC2, RC4, 

DES 
IP 

IPSEC Network HMAC-MD5,  
HMAC-SHA, DH 

DES IP 

SMB/NTLM Application Challenge/response DES, MD4 IP, IPX, Net-
BEUI 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 1. Security related protocols by Wilson (1999) 

 
3.7.2 Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 

 
SSL is Microsoft’s technology for secure encrypted connections between users. 
SSL guarantees the authenticity of Web content, while reliably verifying the iden-
tity of users accessing restricted Web sites. The secure connection is achieved when 
certificate and key pairs are exchanged and verified by server and Web browser. 
These key pairs are created for this session only. The actual transferred information 
is encrypted and decrypted by this session key. The strength of encryption is meas-
ured in bits. The greater the number is, the greater is also the security level. Typi-
cally SSL uses the 40-bit or 128-bit encryption. (Wilson, 1999) 

 
The most effective use of SSL is to encrypt communication that contains private 
data, for example credit card numbers, addresses or company records. In our case it 
could be used to secure connections between customers and ISIVO or connections 
between ISIVO and those companies that do not have their own information sys-
tems. One characteristic of SSL is that it uses computer’s processor to encrypt data, 
so pages with SSL could be slower than regular pages. The overall level of graphics 
on SSL pages should be relatively low, because SSL encrypts every element on the 
page. (Wilson, 1999) 
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The original purpose of SSL was to eliminate “man-in-the-middle” attacks, where 
the threat came from between the client and the server. As a result, SSL does not 
work directly with proxy servers. (Wilson, 1999) 

 
3.8 Back-up 

 
Proper backup of critical data is essential for the success of ISIVO. It can mean the 
difference between surviving a disaster and letting a disaster put you out of busi-
ness. In the computer era, live data are typically stored on media designed for fast 
update and retrieval. Backup data are typically stored on media that is designed for 
making inexpensive copies, with retrieval time being a secondary concern. Today, 
most live data are stored on magnetic disks, and backup data are usually stored on 
magnetic tape or optical disk. (Wallace, 2004) 

 
Wallace states that first when planning for data recovery you need to know what 
you have, where it’s at, and how the data are used in the running of the business. 
You should also review the types of threats to your corporate data to ensure that 
backups will provide the maximum protection in the event of a disaster. Some items 
to consider include: (Wallace,  2004) 

 
• Type of backups available for your environment. 
• Backup scheduling. 
• Select type of backup media. 
• Ensure backups are made. 
• Proper handling and storage. 
• Testing/ validating your backups. 
• Recovery of files. 
• Back up PCs and specialty equipment to network attached storage, such as ro-

bots, time clocks, security system. 
• Control access to rooms where backups are created or stored. 

 
When thinking about ISIVO we have to find a backup plan to fit into that environ-
ment. One of the factors to think is how and where to backup. Another point is that 
can automation be used to reduce media handling issues? Perhaps the one of the 
most important aspects for our work is that combination of local and centralized 
servers and network bandwidth will influence how a backup solution is deployed. 
(Wallace, 2004) 

 
According to Wilson (1999) there are three basic types of backup methods available 
to protect your important data: 

 
1. Dumping. 

 
In this method you do a complete backup of all files and folders on external device. 
The positive result of this method is that all the backed up files are available in one 
place. Locating the latest version for recovery is easy. The negative result of this 
method is that possible changes after dumping are lost.  
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2. Mirroring.  
 

In this method you “mirror” the files on to the other device. This is achieved by 
continuously copying all the changes to the duplicate too. The good sides for this 
are that this method is nearly maintenance-free and the recoveries are almost in-
stant. The bad side is that if there is problem with the network connection to the 
mirroring computer, the databases will stop functioning. 

 
 

 
Figure 1. Mirroring 

 
3. Replicating. 

 
In this method you can copy all or part of your databases to any number of remote 
computers. In addition of a good way to handle back-ups this method offers other 
benefits too. This allows the distribution of data among several computers through-
out the network, minimizing the risk of catastrophic failure. 
 

 
3.9 Active Directory 

 
Active Directory is developed by Microsoft and it is integrated in Windows 2000, 
2000 server, XP and 2003 server. AD offers hierarchical view, extensibility, scal-
ability and distributed security required by all customers AD also authorized access 
for administrators, developers and end users to gain access to a directory service. 
This directory service is fully integrated with Internet and intranet environments. 
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AD is very critical part of the distributed system. AD allows users to use the direc-
tory service as a source of information as well an administrative service. (Sheldon 
& Wilansky, 2003) 

 
Active directory integrates namespaces, which are common in the concept of Inter-
net to operating systems directory service. Namespace is collection of information 
which can use to represent another type of information like host name representing 
IP address and which rules determines how names can be created and used. When 
using namespaces in the directory service it makes possible to manage many name-
spaces in the software and hardware environments of company networks. AD uses 
LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) as its main protocol. With the use 
of LDAP AD can work across operating system boundaries and integrate multiple 
namespaces. With AD you can manage or administrate the whole system in one 
place. You can for example manage resources like files, peripheral devices, host 
connections, databases, Web access, users, services and many others. AD uses DNS 
(Domain Name Service) as it locator service. AD connects domains into hierarchi-
cal tree structure so it is very easy to administrate domains. This tree structure is 
seen in picture 3. If administrator makes changes any domain changes are replicated 
to other domains automatically. (Sheldon & Wilansky, 2003) 

 

 
Picture 3. Active Directory tree by Sheldon & Wilansky 

 
 

3.10 Summary 
 

In this chapter we looked deeper into the different theories that we have to consider, 
when thinking an architectural structure. We gained a knowledge how to form a vir-
tual organization, why is it important to form them and from the actual transfor-
mation process. We based partly our criterions on Jafari’s portal theory, where he 
described 8 parts how a good portal should be built. These criterions were later 
backed up by other theories too. We also presented the four-phase design process 
that we intend to use. We presented also the multiple database theory that was in-
troduced to answer some of the specialized needs of our work. ISIVO needed some 
kind of database solution to handle communication and information issues of multi-
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ple databases. We also presented few of the most used database management soft-
ware; from we are going to choose the most suitable for our case. For the server 
theories, we presented the Microsoft’s different products and for the web servers we 
presented few candidates and discussed the characteristics of them. ISIVO needs at 
least couple of different server types (for example traffic handling, web, database) 
to handle different tasks so it it’s important to gain knowledge of them. In addition 
of databases, you need some kind of data access technology for gaining the data out 
of the database. To an answer to this need we presented the common standards and 
some characteristics of this kind of technologies. The security aspect of new kind of 
information system is extremely important. You have to think many aspects of it to 
build successful system. This is the reason why we presented different theories 
about security issues you have to think. Another important issue is to think how to 
handle the back upping. We presented in this chapter several methods how to 
backup critical data. We also stated few important guidelines you have to take in 
consideration when thinking about backup issues. We introduced also the concept 
of Active Directory. We wanted to take in consideration could we use this new kind 
of technology in our work.  

 
As for conclusion of this chapter, we intended to give you description of theories 
that we are using as a base for our interviews and the actual work, where we are go-
ing to design the architectural structure for ISIVO.  
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4. EMPIRICAL DATA 
 

In this chapter the empirical results of our research will be presented. First we will 
introduce shortly the specifications and interviewees, and then we will discuss how 
the interviews were handled. And finally, we will present the results of the inter-
views.  

 
4.1 Specifications 

 
When we first visited our commissioner he gave us the specifications of this pro-
ject. These guidelines guided us throughout our work and steered our designs at 
right direction. We based our theoretical and empirical work to support these speci-
fications and made our criterions for our work suitable to the specifications too. 
Here are the specifications the commissioner gave us. 

 
• The design should be easy to use 
• Have to support over 100 of simultaneous users 
• Easy to maintain 
• Reliable and efficient system 
• Effortless authentication process (just one login –principle) 
• High compatibility 

 
In addition to these specifications the commissioner told us what he needed for as 
the result of our work. He told us that he wanted to see UML-charts of the overall 
system, description of security and backup solutions and some kind of way of 
showing what kind of actions are needed in the actual graphical user interface. We 
also needed to research what kind of connection speeds, hardware’s, support soft-
ware’s, databases, operating systems, security, network structure and updating 
speeds this system needs. 
 
4.2 The interviewees 

 
We decided to interview three consultants that were specialized on different areas. 
By choosing these interviewees we tried to cover all the aspects of our work and to 
gain knowledge about various issues over several matters. Of course the expertise 
of these people somewhat overlaps. The overlapping verifies or gives another opin-
ion on matters and that is only positive thing to our work.  

 
The backgrounds of these interviewees are that all of them are very experienced on 
their favorite area. They all are teachers of Kemi-Tornio University of applying sci-
ences and teaches their subjects there. Most of them have also made career in busi-
ness world before starting to teach.  
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We decided to use alphabets to represent each interviews for clearer and easier way 
to present the results. In the table 2 you will see the interviewees and their corre-
spondent area of expertise. 

 
 
 
 
 

The interviewee The area of expertise 
Consult A Web-design, databases, programming 
Consult B Databases, security, networks, servers 
Consult C Architectural design, UML 

Table 2. The interviewees 
 

4.3 Structure of the interview 
  

The first task to do when you are planning have interview with someone is to think 
about problems that you need answers for. Then we thought about the suitable can-
didates to answer these problems. After we found them we contacted them via e-
mail and phone and asked about possible time for an interview. In the e-mail or 
phone we little bit explained who we are, what we do, what is this for and also ex-
plained a bit about the subject and finally agreed on a good time for an actual inter-
view. 

 
The next thing to do is to think, what you are going to ask. We based our questions 
for our groundwork, the theory part, for common sense and for our own experience. 
We also geared our questions towards each interviewee’s expertise. You will find 
the questionnaires in the appendix 1. 

 
In the actual interview we first explained the characteristics of ISIVO to them by 
verbally and using drawings and charts. Next we asked permission to record the in-
terview situation on recorder. After that we asked the questions we prepared. And 
finally we started open discussion over ISIVO to perhaps bring up aspects and is-
sues that we might have overlooked or just missed to see. 

 
After the actual interview situation ended we headed home and listened the re-
cordings, analyzed them and wrote down the results. 

 
4.4 The results of interviews 

 
Architectural model 

 
When asking about overall way how to build this kind of advanced system, the con-
sultants B and C answered that you should build the system as simple as possible. If 
you have complex system there might be problems when the system needs for ex-
ample maintenance. Another point that consultant B said is that you have to take in 
consideration is what kind and how many servers are you planning to have.  Do you 
use one server for all needed tasks or do you use specialized servers to deal differ-
ent tasks, such as one that handles communication and one that handles the data-
base. Third point that rose during the interview was that the maintainer and the level 
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of his knowledge on this area, plays a part when designing the system. You need to 
think who maintains the system and what are the requirements for that. For example 
is it better to train your own people to maintain the system or use existing company 
to do it and what would be the limits to that. Fourth issue to consider was that the 
designer should find out what kind of information systems companies currently 
have and think, how easy it is to implement them to ISIVO. Last point that rose 
from the interview is that you should consider using standards. Using common 
standards improve the usability, maintainability of the system. It also makes the 
coding process easier and more efficient.  

 
When further asking should we design our model to be centralized or decentralized 
system, the consultant answered that it depends much about the up keeper, the 
physical location of him and how many up keepers there are. If there are many up 
keepers, for example the ISIVO is decentralized for many locations, it is better to 
have several servers. The main advantage for centralized model is the ease of main-
tenance. When every server, one or several, exists in the same physical location it is 
easy to maintain them. When choosing between centralized and decentralized 
model you must keep in mind that according to him the physical location of the 
servers does not make big difference anymore because of available high-speed 
Internet connections. 

 
Database solution 

 
When asking about best database solution for our case, the consultant A answered 
that in his opinion the best solution is single centralized database where all data is 
stored. However all companies involved can have their own databases. The cen-
tralized and comparatively effective database for our needs is the best solution from 
the programming, functionality and design perspectives. The database type depends 
mostly on server’s operating system but SQL-server, My-SQL and Oracle are good 
choices. 

 
Consultant B told us that centralized database could have problems if there happen 
critical failures in database. So you should implement proper backup plan for it. The 
problem with decentralized model is that you could have faulty information be-
tween databases. For example in our case companies could have double bookings 
for same slot. To prevent this information update between databases should be 
made efficient and preferable automatic. Perhaps in our case the updates should be 
made straight into the ISIVO. 

 
Data access technologies 

 
The consultant A answered to us that for web based software: it depends on data-
base software. For SQL-server, My-SQL or Oracle you should use ODBC. For 
Linux system you need something different. He also brought up the possibility to 
use, depending on the systems the companies have, XML based web-service. 

 
Programming language 

 
When asking about the most suitable programming language the consultant A an-
swered that there are not just single answer. He told that ISIVO needs more from its 
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programming language that basic ASP or PHP has to offer. In his opinion maybe 
the most suitable is the ASP-NET environment. With that you can make the web 
service functions, workstation applications and user interfaces well. It also have in-
built compatibility between all the different aspects. With that environment you can 
guarantee that there will not be compatibility issues between different parts of 
ISIVO. 

 
Performance requirements 

 
Responding to the question about different performance requirements, consultant A 
answered that when thinking about server performance, providing sufficient main 
memory, it does not make any difference unless there are thousands of users. Con-
sultant B said also that there are not major differences between Linux or Microsoft 
servers regarding performance. Consultant C said that system has to be efficient 
enough to handle at least a hundred of simultaneous users. When further asking 
about required Internet connection speeds, consultant A responded that ADSL-
speeds are sufficient enough for maintain the needed connections. 

 
Licenses 

 
When enquiring from consultant A about different licenses, he answered that you 
need to get licenses for database software, programming language and operating 
system. There are however according to him some freeware programming tools to 
use if needed. But anyhow you need at least those two. 

 
Security 

 
Responding to the question about security issues, consultant B answered that it de-
pends much about the information flow between companies and ISIVO. It depends 
what kind of data interchange is needed. In our case, where you have to access dif-
ferent databases to find data or make changes, you have to think about limited 
rights. These rights include rights to make changes, etc. and you have to think what 
kind of rights everybody involved needs. Another point that rose from the interview 
was that you have to somehow handle the security issues between companies, to 
prevent misuse and possible security holes. Third point from the interview was that 
you have to somehow handle the authentication of computers, for example with dif-
ferent certificates available. Fourth point that rose was that you need secured con-
nections between computers because the data moves through Internet. One way to 
accomplish this according to the consultant is to use VPN-connections. Last issue 
that rose from the interview was that you need to create minimum requirements of 
connection speeds and clear instructions how information flow is to be handled for 
companies involved or to those that are joining to ISIVO. This has to be made to 
make sure that the security issues are handled properly. 

 
Back up 

 
When we asked about how to handle the back up issues, the consultant B answered 
that you should take back ups of important data every night and in addition of that 
you should take back ups for longer time too. The everyday back ups could be han-
dled manually or with the specialised back up server where the data would be cop-
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ied. The longer time back ups should be saved on streamer and stored somewhere 
safe. He also said that well designed system will handle most of these automatically 
so the overall level of maintenance is relatively low and daily maintenance is lim-
ited perhaps only on overall surveillance of the system, for example security, up-
dating, modifying company information. 

 
Active directory 

 
The consultant B answered us that it is possible to use Active Directory system on 
ISIVO. With that system you can handle access rights, you can create VPN-con-
nections with AD-server and with it you can accurately define who can do what and 
where. The usage of Active Directory brings extra security and easiness to use into 
the system. 
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5. DESIGN 
 

In this chapter we will present our results and our suggestions for our problem. 
First we will present the technical and software aspects concerning of our work and 
finally we will present the UML- deployment models of the actual architecture we 
designed.   
 
5.1 Framework of design 
 
In this part we will present the most important aspect of our work. First we will pre-
sent the GUI we designed for ISIVO. This GUI is simplified and it only present the 
actions involved in each page. We didn’t consider any aesthetical, navigational or 
usability aspects in designing the GUI because of our limitation of this Thesis. The 
main point of presenting the overall model of the GUI is that the developer of this 
information system could see what actions should be included to the actual inter-
face. The GUI we designed is divided into three different parts, the customer, ser-
vice seller and souvenir seller parts. This dividing is needed because each of those 
three groups of users uses different functions of ISIVO, and that is why, we had to 
design different user interface to them. 

 
After user interfaces we will present the hardware and software solutions to our 
work. When designing these solutions we followed the criterions defined earlier. 
We also took in account the opinions of those consultants we interviewed. We will 
also present models of different aspects of our work. These models show the reader 
how we thought this kind of information system should be formed. 

 
After the software and hardware aspects are covered we will present the overall 
models of the system. These models are presented as UML-deployment charts. The 
reason we use deployment charts is that the developer can see the overall model of 
the system from them and can start the developing process right away. He can see 
how the system is built and how it functions, so it is relatively easy to start the ac-
tual coding process. 

 
We discussed at the beginning of the thesis that we will design the architectural 
structure for ISIVO. And after these parts, that all creates the structure, reader 
should have good idea how we think the system should be constructed. 

 
5.2 The criterions 

 
The actual design process started by defining the criterions of the work. We first of 
all looked the specifications we gained goals of our work and then looked for the 
supporting theories for them from the available literacy. After founding suitable 
theories we conducted the interviews to look for the opinions they had about the 
ISIVO. After all of these we formed our own criterions for our work and continued 
to the actual design phase. Next we look deeper into each criterion defining aspects. 
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First of all the commissioner gave us the specifications of the work. These 6 steps 
were the original characteristics we had to keep in mind when we started to look for 
the theories concerning various aspects needed when designing information system. 

 
• The ISIVO should be easy to use 
• Have to support over 100 of simultaneous users 
• Easy to maintain 
• Reliable and efficient system 
• Effortless authentication process (just one login –principle) 
• High compatibility 

 
But these specifications were not enough when designing the whole system. We had 
to look more to find suitable criterions for our needs. We decided to use Jafaris the-
ory of good portals as a foundation of our criterions. This decision was easy be-
cause many of the criterions in Jafaris theory were compatible, in the way they 
were, to our work. Here are the criterions we decided to include in our criterions. 
 
1. Ease of use, 2. Availability of single-sign-on authentication, 3. Ease of integra-
tion with existing services, 4. Platform independence, 5. Performance, 6. Expand-
ability, 7. Conformity to open standards and 8. Favorability of pricing and licensing 
terms. 

 
After including these aspects to our criterions we thought that even these were not 
enough. We wanted to add some of our own criterions to these too. We decided to 
emphasize good security and widen the authentication criterion little wider to in-
clude the Maiwalds three key components in our work.  
 
1. The VPN server 
2. The encryption algorithms 
3. The authentication system  

 
As a summary, when combining all of the above, we gain our criterions that are: 

 
• Ease of use 
• Good security (authentication, VPN, encryption) 
• Ease of integration with existing services 
• Platform independence 
• Performance (at least 100 simultaneous users) 
• Expandability 
• Conformity to open standards. 
• Favorability of pricing and licensing terms. 
• Easy to maintain 
• Reliable 

 
We use these criterions for designing our ISIVO. We use criterions in that way that 
we take in consideration those criterions that are relevant to each aspect to our 
work. All the criterions are not suitable to use for designing one particular part of 
our project, however all will be taken in consideration. 
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5.3 Graphical user interfaces of ISIVO 
 
Our point in graphical user interface design was the actions only. We haven’t put 
effort on the aesthetical or any usability aspects in our study because on lack of 
time. Next we will present our interfaces. 
 
5.3.1 Customer GUI 

 
We decided to focus only on the main actions related to our work, when we de-
signed the GUI for customers of ISIVO. Of course there has to be much more in-
formation on the actual portal for example maps, weather information, navigation 
bars, links, introductions of several activities, services and firms, and lots of more. 
But the emphasis of our design is in the actions related to our study. We decided to 
start the design process of the GUI on that moment when customer starts to con-
struct his holiday on ISIVO. 

 
The first thing the customer sees on the construct page is that there are two modules 
on the upper area of the page and one larger module on the lower part of the page. 
In the upper part there are the calendar-module where the calendar is presented and 
the day_task-module, where the timeline for the day is presented. The lower part is 
the selected_task_for_day-module where the tasks chosen for the current day are 
presented and the transportation_info-module where customer will choose the 
transportation method if needed.  

 
The idea of this page is that when customer first comes to this page, with or without 
login in the system, he first chooses the first day of his vacation from the calendar-
module. Then he chooses the time for his first activity from the day_task-module 
for the current day and after clicking the time he wants, for example 8am, he can 
then choose from the reservations combo box the activity he want to do that time. 
The system then registers the choice and presents the activity on the se-
lected_task_for_day-module. 

 
The next step is to choose another activity and time for it. Then the system checks 
the answer depending what the customer chooses and logically presents only those 
available activities possible on that time. For example: Customer has chosen Snow 
castle at 8am. Then the system has grayed the timeline until 10am because it takes 
two hours to visit to the Snow castle. The customer then clicks at the 10am and 
views the possible answers available. He finds out that the Santa Park in Rovaniemi 
is grayed out because you need time to actually get there from Kemi. The system 
however suggests that if you want still go there you can go but the time has to be 
pushed to 12am because of the transportation time. Another example of the logical 
reasoning is when the customer would like to go from Santa Park to Husky-safari in 
Tornio. The Santa Park stops at 14pm and he wants to choose Safari at 18pm. The 
system however grays the 18pm slot because it has verified that there is already 
booking at that time and presents the next possible slot at 20pm. 

 
After the customer have chosen the second activity for the day the system presents, 
if needed, the notification of need of transportation for the user in the transporta-
tion_info-module. The system lets the user choose the transportation method from 
three alternatives. The user can use own or rental car, train or bus. When the user 
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clicks the own car option the system updates the information on the 
show_selected_task_for_day-module and lets the user continue to the third possible 
choice. When the user chooses train as the transportation method, the system gath-
ers the needed information from the train tickets reservation system and presents the 
information to the customer. After that the system updates the information on the 
show_selected_task_for_day-module and lets the user continue to the third possible 
choice. When the user chooses the bus as the transportation method the automation 
stops. This is because today the bus firms don’t have centralized system for sched-
ules and ticket reserves. This is the reason why our system cannot proceed the res-
ervation process any further than offering link for user to the bus schedule site. And 
same as previous options the information on web page is updated and the user con-
tinues choosing the next activity.  

 
ISIVO takes also transportation times in consideration when presenting logical op-
tions for activities. The transportation timeframes are stored in the database and 
they follow the estimated travel times between locations. The train schedules ISIVO 
gets from the train schedule system. 

 
Finally when the customer has chosen all the activities needed for the day he clicks 
the next day-button and starts filling the activities next day. After the whole trip has 
been planned the customer clicks the continue button to proceed to the confirmation 
page. 

 
At the next page customer sees at the top the overall schedule of his whole trip di-
vided by day to day. He can see all the activities, transport information and the 
timeline for them. On the middle page customer can see the overall price of the 
whole trip, including ticket fees, activity prices, etc. In the lowest part, if the cus-
tomer is already logged in, he can see his personal information. This page is in-
tended for customer, before the actual purchase, to see the overall package and the 
cost of whole trip. He can also go back to make changes if needed and print out the 
designed schedule. Finally when the package seems ok the customer clicks the con-
firm button to make the actual purchase. 
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Picture 4. Customer GUI pages 1 & 2. 

 
When delivering crucial information over Internet, such as credit card numbers, it is 
important to secure the data somehow. That is why customer sees the notification 
that he is entering secured page. The system creates secured connection between 
customer’s computer and ISIVO. Customer also sees final notification that if he is 
not logged in he should do that now. If the customer is new he can then input his 
personal information on the customer information module. After that he choose the 
payment type and enters the credit card information and confirms the purchase by 
clicking the confirm button.  

 
The actual reservation of chosen services, transportation and hotels happens after 
the customer has clicked the final confirmation button. The system does gather the 
information from different places during the holiday construction process but it is 
only for the customer to see what is possible to do and what are of the limits. The 
trip plan is also stored on database for other uses of ISIVO’s clients. 
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Picture 5. Customer GUI page 3. 

 
 

5.3.2 Service Sellers GUI 
 

We decided also when designing GUI for Service sellers to focus only to present 
the actions related to our work. Most of these actions, because these companies use 
the ISIVO as their only information system, are related to different administrative 
and maintenance functions and we won’t look into them any further than necessary. 

 
First thing that the service sellers sees when connecting to ISIVO is the log in win-
dow. In this page authentication server asks the user to login into the system and af-
ter that redirects the user to the first page of the interface. In the upper part of the 
page there are the alternative combo box where the user chooses the action he wants 
to do. To the right of the combo box there are edit, new, delete and search buttons. 
With these buttons the user can choose what to do with that alternative he chooses 
from to combo box. At the bottom of the page there is the execute_chosen_ action-
module where the necessary information of chosen action will be presented. For ex-
ample the user wants to add a new service for ISIVO. He first chooses the service 
alternative from the combo box, and then clicks on the new button. After that the 
software loads the needed form to the execute_chosen_ action-module where the 
user can fill in all the information needed for new service. And after clicking the 
save button the change will be saved to the database. 
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Picture 6. Login page and Service sellers GUI 

 
In picture 7 there is another example of action this user interface offers. In this ex-
ample user wants to search reservations of one service on a one particular day. He 
first gives the search criterions, such as day and service, and then the program lists 
the results based on those criterions on the module below. 

 

 
Picture 7. Service Seller Reservation module 

 
5.3.3 Souvenir Sellers GUI 

 
The souvenir sellers are the one of the most special types of the users of ISIVO. 
These are typically one person that makes their souvenirs at home and then goes to 
different places to sell their products to the customers. We stated before that we are 
going to design the ISIVO system that also these kinds of small firms would gain 
advantage of using our system. The typical souvenir seller does not need to use 
ISIVO as their information system, but he can gain information of the customers us-
ing it to plan their vacation.   

 
The souvenir seller logs in to the system just like the service seller does but is the 
redirected to the souvenir seller’s main page. There are extensive search functions 
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for the service seller to sort needed information. At the upper part of the page there 
are the search criterions and calendar module. With these functions user can make 
complex searches using multiple search criterions to get information that he wants. 
The information is then presented on show_results_of_search-module. After view-
ing the information he wants he can then save it for further use or print it on the pa-
per. He can also open for previously saved information. 

 

 
Picture 8. Login page & Souvenir seller’s main page 

 
 
5.4 Server 

 
We have used many hours to find out the best solution for server platform in our 
case. We have decided to choose Microsoft Windows 2003 Server. We choose this 
Windows 2003 Server and take into consideration what Jafaris (2003) has stated. 
Jafaris (2003) stated that system should be use single sign authentication. Windows 
2003 server makes possible to use single authentication, because it will work in 
Ethernet authentication, and in Internet authentication. You can use same user 
names and passwords in both cases Shinder (2003).  

 
Jafari (2003) has also stated that system should be ease of integration with existing 
services. Windows 2003 Server is easy to integrate based on that Shinder (2003) 
writes that Windows 2003 Server contains automated configuration between differ-
ent networks and services. 

 
Jafari (2003) writes also that system should be fast enough to do all the tasks. Win-
dows 2003 Server is designed to use of big companies Shinder (2003), so it is very 
fast for our system needs.  

 
Jafari (2003) writes that system should be Expandable. Windows 2003 Server is 
fully integrated to every Microsoft products and many other products like Oracle. It 
is also expandable to one server to many servers if system needs more capacity. 
Shinder (2003) This is very important if our portal is growing. 

 
Jafaris (2003) next suggestion was that system should support open standards. Win-
dows 2003 server supports many open standards for example security standards like 
SSL, public/private key encryption and many more. Shinder (2003) 
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In System design, license and maintain costs should be taking into consideration 
Jafari (2003). Windows 2003 Server is not free, but it will be cheap, because main-
tain costs are low. The reason why maintain costs are low is that Windows 2003 
Server needs only minor efforts to maintain. Shinder (2003)  

 
Our consultant told us that we have to choose server, which is well known in the 
area where we are locating the servers. We done little research for the maintain en-
terprises in this area and we find out that in the area where we have located our 
servers are many enterprises which are specialized to maintain Windows Servers. 
But there are none enterprises that are capable to maintain other servers.  

 
 

5.4.1 Web Server 
 

We have chosen to use web server Microsoft IIS 6. We had second choice Apache 
Web-server, which was also excellent choice, because it is free and many other 
things that Appu (2002) has stated. The main reason was that Appu has written that 
Apache is compatible in Windows platforms, but it is not fully functional when us-
ing it in Windows platform. We have chosen to use Windows 2003 Server so it is 
reasonable to use IIS 6 also. IIS is well known in our focus area and our consultant 
told us that it is reasonable to use server which is well known and there are enter-
prises which are capable to maintain these servers. IIS 6 is easy to manage with the 
MMC console and it is integrated to Microsoft 2003 Server. IIS 6 is also secure and 
easy to use as Henrickson (2003) has stated.   

 
5.5 Operating systems 

 
We have studied that Windows products are very used in these kinds of firms that 
are going to use ISIVO. It is natural that we have designed infrastructure based on 
Microsoft products. In this structure we recommend that all of these firms should 
use as their operating systems Microsoft Windows 2000 or Windows XP. It is pos-
sible to use Linux or other OS, but it is harder to maintain these. It is harder to inte-
grate these to work together with ISIVO, because in this area other operating sys-
tems are not so well known. 

 
5.6 Internet connections 

 
We have studied different Internet connections and noticed that this system doesn’t 
need special speeds for the connection, because our consultant told us that this kind 
of system doesn’t need special connection speeds. We come to conclusion that our 
software needs only normal ADSL-connection, which is 1 megabyte (download 
bandwidth) on the Internet and 512 kilobyte to the Internet (upload bandwidth). 
This connection speed is most used in Finland. We have decided that software has 
to be usable also when using mobile connection technology such as GPRS. GPRS 
can use only normal mode 56-kilobyte speeds and with different services (EDGE) it 
will be up to 473 kilobyte. This is very important, because many users of this portal 
use GPRS, because ADSL technology is not yet available in every village. Espe-
cially souvenir sellers use GPRS, because they are not in their offices many days. 
This GPRS is just alternative way to connect and GPRS is so slow that it is not the 
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best way to use this system. When using GPRS you can only view information, be-
cause the connection speed is so low that it is not possible to maintain two-way 
connections. In picture 9 is seen the data communication. 

  

      

      
Picture 9. Data communication 
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5.7 Security 
 

We choose Windows 2003 Server because it contains many security aspects for ex-
ample user authentication; user rights management and monitoring tools. Windows 
2003 Server contains also many services for different kind of user authentication. 
One example is support for VPN, which makes it possible to use mobile phones via 
GPRS to connect this system. Windows 2003 Server is also very popular in these 
kinds of systems Shinder (2003). 

 
5.7.1 Server security 

 
There are three servers that are all Windows 2003 Servers. One of them is a man-
agement/authentication server second is the database server and last is 
web/application server. Authentication server handles all the authentication secu-
rity. This server is responsible to check all access to outside or inside the system. 
This server contains also proxy server which purpose is to monitor all the traffic to 
the Internet and from the Internet. We decided to use three servers, because there 
must be back-up server for trouble situations. Our system is designed so that capac-
ity requirements are small so there are always two servers that can work fine when 
one is down.   

 
5.7.2 Connection security 

 
In the picture 10 is seen the security aspects in ISIVO. This picture shows in higher 
level all the security aspects that we are designed to system. 

 
Customers 

 
Customer can use any kind of connection types for example ADSL. Only require-
ment is that it must use TCP/IP protocol. Customers access direct to the Web-
server, which will serve them in their needs. When customer is satisfied she/he will 
pay her/his trip and uses this SSL session. This is explained better in earlier chapter. 

 
Hotels and transportation 

 
Hotels and transportation companies are not going to use ISIVO directly, but they 
need a connection to it so that their databases are automatically updated. ISIVO de-
veloper implements software in Hotels and Transportation server. This software is 
going to synchronize ISIVO’s databases and Hotels and Transportation databases 
automatically. If this software needs an access to ISIVO it will send request to au-
thentication server. Authentication server will accept this request and let this soft-
ware access to the ISIVO. This is achieved by using Digital Message Signing, 
which is explained in the security chapter. Digital message signing is used for au-
thentication and integrity but it does not provide confidentiality Sheldon, B & 
Wilansky, E (2003).  

 
There is still need to provide confidentiality. The software, which is implemented in 
the hotels and transportation server, has to encrypt data using Secret Key encryp-
tion, which is also explained in security chapter in theory part. Secret Key encryp-
tion is very secure, because it is used only in one session and both sides will partici-
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pate for creating secret key. In this picture this public/private key server means CA 
certificate server, which is used for Digital Message Signing and for Secret Key en-
cryption. CA Certificate Server will give the public key, which is used, both in 
Digital Message Signing and for Secret Key encryption.  

 
Service sellers 

 
Service sellers login to the system via authentication server. This server will check 
user rights to access and what this user is granted to do in the system. Service sell-
ers use directly ISIVO’s databases for all their tasks. They don’t have own data-
bases so it is easier to implement these in the ISIVO. 

 
When they use GPRS they have to connect to the service providers VPN-server 
where they request access for the system. There are several ways to use VPN. We 
are designed it so that every service seller must have code software installed in their 
pc or PDA device. And when you enter your pin code in the software and pushes 
enter it will give you password, which is valid one minute. VPN-server has soft-
ware, which has same passwords than in the code software. When access in granted 
authentication server checks user rights and after that VPN-server grants access in 
ISIVO. You can use PDA device with GPRS or computer via mobile phones GPRS. 

 
Souvenir sellers 

 
Souvenir sellers have only viewing rights to the system. They don’t need special se-
curity things to connect to the system. They use same methods as service sellers. 
They can also use VPN and they use it same way as service sellers. 
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Picture 10. Security & connections 
 
 

 
5.8 Database 

 
Because of unique characteristics of ISIVO, it needs special kind of database solu-
tion. We have decided to use Dahanayakes (2002) multidatabase theory as a base 
for our solution. Even though we have chosen to use one centralized database as a 
main database for the whole system, the companies that have their own databases 
have autonomy over them. ISIVO however needs access/modify rights for the com-
panies’ database system to successfully and automatically handle the data update is-
sues. We thought this centralized model could be the best alternative for our case, 
and after our thoughts were backed up in the interviews, we decided to use it. The 
positive side with centralized database is the easiness of maintenance. When the 
whole system including the database is at the single location it is easy to maintain 
the database. As a negative side the consultant said in the interviews that you need 
to have proper backup plan to prevent data loss in critical failures. We thought also 
the decentralized model, but ruled it out, when we found out that there could be 
more problems than in centralized model, like in maintenance or information flow. 
And also we thought that it would not be feasible in our situation. 
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As stated before, we decided to have one centralized database that acts as a main 
database for the system. Most of the companies’ involved use centralized database 
as their own database. However there are companies for example hotels that already 
have their own databases. In these cases ISIVO needs to communicate between 
those databases to gain, modify or save information.  In the figure 2 there is the plan 
for database structure of ISIVO. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure2. The database and backup structure of ISIVO 

 
 

5.8.1 Database management system software 
 

When choosing proper database management system software we had three major 
candidates to choose from. We choose these candidates by thinking Jafari’s (2003) 
theory. Jafari emphasized that you should have high compatibility over multiple 
systems, you should also have enough performance to prevent slowness of you sys-
tem, you should design you system that way that you have thought about future ex-
pandability, you should use open standards and you should think about licensing 
fees. We found out that each of these software were quite alike when comparing the 
performance, compatibility, reliability and fastness issues. The interviewees also 
said that you could use anyone of these; all of them are good choices.  
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We choose the SQL Server as our database management system software. The rea-
son for choosing this software was mainly that when we are using the other Micro-
soft products it seemed easier to choose this too. The differences between soft-
ware’s were so little that we decided to use this. We also thought that the total li-
censing fees of the whole system would be smaller because of discounts when using 
multiple products of the same manufacturer. Another reason is that the compatibil-
ity is better between products under same manufacturer. 

 
5.8.2 Data access technology 

 
We kept Jafari’s (2003) emphasized use of standards in mind when we choose our 
data access technology. All of the choices we had (ADO, ODBC, DAO, RDO) are 
still in use. We however raised the ADO and ODBC as major candidates for our 
choice. We ruled out the DAO and RDO technologies because we didn’t see any 
advantage of using those technologies over the chosen two. The DAO technology is 
old and is used only on 16bit systems. The RDO is faster than ODBC but it needs 
special coding to make it work. The choice between ADO and ODBC was quite 
hard. This is because we studied that ADO is the newest and most compatible over 
multi-types of uses. The ODBC however is common standard of data access tech-
nology. 

 
We decided to use the older ODBC technology. The reason depended mostly on the 
interviews, where the consultant recommended the ODBC technology for our case. 
However we think that you can also use the ADO technology. But you have to keep 
in mind that you might need to adjust the older systems to become compatible with 
ADO technology. 

 
5.9 Backup 

 
The proper backup plan can mean the difference of life and death in critical failures. 
This is especially true in information system like ISIVO. We followed Wallace’s 
(2004) and Wilson’s (1999) theory when we designed proper back up plan. Accord-
ing to Wallace you needed to think how, when and where to backup. Wallace also 
presented a list where he listed things to consider when doing back up plan. In addi-
tion of Wallace’s list, Wilson in his book presented different kind of backup meth-
ods to choose from.  

 
As we presented before, ISIVO consisted several databases. A centralized database 
and companies own autonomous databases. We will be focusing to backup the cen-
tralized system because each company already handles the backups of their own 
system. As a backup plan we decided to use dumping and mirroring methods. We 
came to this conclusion after studying theories and from the discussions with the in-
terviewees. We intend to create special backup server to mirror the data. This 
method enables easiness of backups and quick recovery.  In addition to mirroring 
we decided to use weekly dumps on an external streamer. This dumping is then 
stored on a fireproof place and it adds longer time protection over various threats. 
We also considered the replicating method but decided not to use it. The reason for 
this was that to make replicating work you would need several servers where to rep-
licate the data. In our case, where there is only a one centralized server, it is not 
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valid to build several extra servers to use replication as a method. It is not also valid 
to use the autonomous systems of companies involved for backup purposes.  

 
As the backup plan of ISIVO differs of those companies involved that have their 
own autonomous databases, there is a need, at least manual, perhaps also for some 
kind of automatic, data update between databases. This is needed in those cases 
where one of the parties suffers critical failures over their systems to prevent differ-
ences and errors between crucial data of those essential databases. 

 
5.10 User right management and authentication for companies 

 
We are designing this system so that it will use Active Directory (AD) for all the 
companies’ user rights management. We are using this, because Jafari (2003) has 
stated that good portal must use single on authentication. We use this also because it 
is simple to manage both Ethernet users who will logon in their operating system 
and Internet users who will logon in ISIVO via Web browser. They need only one 
user name and password and with them they can use all aspects of ISIVO. 

 
If user is wants to access to the Portal via Internet she send authorization request to 
authentication server. Authentication server checks user rights to use ISIVO. After 
that authentication server grant access to use ISIVO. Then user can use portal inside 
personal user rights boundaries. 

 
5.11 ISIVO architectural structure in UML diagrams 

 
We have created package and deployment diagram for ISIVO architecture. In these 
diagrams are basically same contents as it is in last chapter charts, but these are ex-
plained in UML diagrams. We made these, because these charts will tell for the de-
veloper the architectural structure of ISIVO.  

 
5.11.1 Package diagram for the ISIVO 

 
First diagram is package diagram which we are modeled the architectural structure 
in higher level. In this first diagram we are using packages for explaining our work. 
We mean here a word package that this contains nodes and components. This is like 
normal packet which you now what it contains but you can’t be sure before you 
open this packet. 
 
 

 
Picture 11. Package 
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Diagram 1. Package diagram of the ISIVO 
 
Customer package 
 
This package contains every aspect what customer needs for using ISIVO. This 
package establishes connection between customer web-browser and for ISIVO’s 
Web Server. This means that customer’s computer and ISIVO now established con-
nection and customer can now create her trip. 
 
Service Sellers package 
 
Service seller’s package establishes connection to the Authentication Server which 
checks the user rights and let her do things inside her user rights boundaries. This 
means that service seller’s computer and ISIVO now connected. This makes it pos-
sible for service seller to use ISIVO efficiently. If service seller needs GPRS con-
nection this is explained in the package diagram 2. 
 
Souvenir Sellers package 
 
This functional meaning is similar with service seller. If souvenir seller needs 
GPRS connection this is explained in the package diagram 2. 
 
 
Hotels and Transportation 
 
Hotel and transformation package will establish connection between application 
server and hotel and transportation database server. This package uses different 
components as these others. Hotels and transportation package uses special software 
that is making possible to for establishing connection between hotel database and 
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ISIVO database. This connection makes it possible to synchronize these databases 
so that there is always same information in both databases. This is explained better 
in deployment diagram 3. 
 
Authentication Server package 
 
This package handles all the authentication services that ISIVO needs. Only Hotel 
and Transportation package is not physically connected to authentication server. 
This package handles security aspect which is concerning authorized and unau-
thorized access to the ISIVO. 
 
Web Server package 
 
Web Server package handles customer side of ISIVO. This package manages all the 
tasks that customer want or need’s to do. Deeper explanation is on the deployment 
diagram 3. 
 
Database Server package 
 
This package contains actual databases what ISIVO has. This handles all the tasks 
which are concerning to databases or management of them. 
 
Application Server package 
 
This package handles the application, which is used for synchronizing data between 
ISIVO database and Hotels and Transportations databases. In the future this server 
could maintain also many other applications when ISIVO is expanded. 
 
Administrator package 
 
Administrator package contains all the administrator aspects. This contains also 
management software’s that are connected to the authentication server. This con-
nection makes it possible to handle all the servers in the on point. 
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Diagram 2. Package diagram for using ISIVO through GPRS 
 
Service Sellers package 
 
All the users, which want to use GPRS, needs three softwares and personal pin code 
to access ISIVO through GPRS. These softwares make it possible to use VPN in the 
connection. First user must insert personal pin code into the software. This software 
gives password in the system. They have to insert this password in different soft-
ware that checks the password and grant access to the system. This password is 
valid only one minute. Third software is managing the connection. 
 
Souvenir Sellers package 
 
This is similar with Service Sellers package. 
 
VPN package 
 
This package is in the authentication server package. This package handles all the 
VPN access into the system. There are components that are checking the VPN ac-
cess requests and granting access when request is valid. 
 
All the packages are explained deeper in the next chapter. 
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5.11.2 Deployment diagram for the ISIVO 
 

Second diagram is package diagram which we are modeled the architectural struc-
ture in lower level. Here developer can see what are the nodes and components 
what this package contains. This is like you have opened the package. Deployment 
diagram contains mainly nodes and components.  

 
A node is a physical piece of equipment on which the system will be deployed - for 
example a workgroup server or workstation. A node usually hosts components and 
other executable pieces of code, which again may be linked to particular processes 
or execution spaces. Typical nodes are client workstations, application servers, 
mainframes, routers, terminal servers, etc. 

 

 
Picture 12. Node 

 
A component is a modular part of a system, whose behaviour is defined by its pro-
vided and required interfaces; the internal workings of the component should be in-
visible and its usage environment independent. Source code files, DLLs, Java beans 
and other artefacts defining the system may be manifested in components.   
 

 

 
Picture 13. Component 
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Diagram 3. Deployment chart of the ISIVO 

 
 

Customer Node 
 

This node contains component Web-browser +certificate. This means that customer 
needs only Web-browser which has SSL support for login to ISIVO or using ISIVO 
without login. Connection type is normal TCP/IP with SSL encryption. Web-
browser +certificate component is connecting to the customer site component in 
Web-Server node. When this connection is established customer can use ISIVO for 
creating her trip to Kemi-Tornio area and pay it too. 
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Souvenir Sellers Node 
 

This node contains same component as it is in Customer node. This component is 
connecting for Authentication Servers WebDav component. This component checks 
authentication and grant or deny access to ISIVO. When access is granted Souvenir 
Seller component is re-directed in the Web-Server node and there in Souvenir Seller 
site component. Then souvenir sellers can use ISIVO for viewing customer infor-
mation. This connection type is normal TCP/IP with SSL just like it is in Customer 
Node. There are possibilities to use mobile phones GPRS connection also and this 
is modeled in the different diagram because of lack of space in this diagram. This 
GPRS connection is explained in the next chapter. 

 
 

Service Sellers Node 
 

This node is similar with Souvenir Sellers Node. Only differences are where Au-
thentication server re-directs these users and user rights. These users uses Service 
Sellers component in the Web Server node. Service Sellers has much more actions 
in their GUI and their user rights are wider. These users can modify services and 
trips and many more things in the ISIVO. 

 
Hotels and Transportation Node 

 
This node is making possible the synchronization between different databases. The 
hotel and transportation information systems have to install DBSynch.sys.autom 
component. The DBSynch.sys.autom component is connecting to the Application 
Servers ODBC component. After that connection is established between 
Autom.Synch. component and DBSynch.sys.autom. component. This component is 
triggered so that it will be executed always when there are new changes in the sys-
tem. This component enables automated database synchronization between different 
databases. 

 
Authentication Server Node 

 
This node contains many components but we only bring up here one main compo-
nent called WebDAV. This component handles all the authentication processes in 
ISIVO. This component monitors all the rights and grants accesses to the ISIVO. 
There are second deployment diagram where the other important components in the 
authentication server node are explained.  
. 

 
Database server 

 
Database server node contains all databases that ISIVO has. This node has compo-
nent called SQL-server, which is maintaining and managing all the databases. These 
databases are communicating between the other nodes through ODBC-interface. 

 
Application server 

 
Functions of this node are explained in the Hotels and Transportation node. 
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Web Server 
 

This node handles all the web pages what ISIVO has. These components Custom-
erSite, SouvenirSellerSite and ServiceSellerSite request needed information from 
the ISIVO and returns this information to the user’s interfaces. These components 
use TCP/IP protocol for communicating between users. And for communicating be-
tween ISIVO these components uses ODBC-component that uses ODBC-interface. 

 
Administration node 

 
This node handles all the management tasks in the system. Most important compo-
nent is MMC, which handles the entire user management tasks in the system. Ad-
ministration person uses this same component when he wants to make changes to 
user rights or overall system management also. 

 
 
 

                  
Diagram 4. Deployment diagram for using ISIVO through GPRS 

 
Service Seller node 

 
This node has three important components for making possible to use GPRS with 
VPN. First is SecurID Token, which is the software where user inserts pin code and 
get password. Authenticator software is component that checks the password with 
the authentication manager component and authentication agent is component that 
is maintaining the actual connection. 
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Souvenir Seller node 
 

This is similar with Service Sellers node. 
 

Authentication Server (AD) node 
 

Authentication Manager Component is handling all the tasks which are concerning 
VPN access through GPRS. This component grants access to the actual ISIVO if 
using GPRS.  
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6. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 

In this chapter we will discuss of the validity of our work. First we will validate our 
work based on the specifications we gained. Next, we will validate our work based 
on the criterions. Thirdly, we will validate our work by asking opinion from the ex-
perts. Fourthly, we will discuss about critique about our sources. And finally, brief 
discussion of our work will be presented.  
 

 
 
6.1 Validity based on specification 

 
We get our specification for our commissioner. The specifications are: The ISIVO 
should be easy to use, have to support over 100 of simultaneous users, easy to main-
tain, reliable, efficient system, effortless authentication process (just one login –
principle) and high compatibility. 

 
Easy to use 

 
We studied different aspects what is belonging to under this specification. Because 
of our limitations we didn’t study usability and easiness of use factors, but we de-
signed our work as simple as possible. We designed automated database for easier 
to use this system. We designed different GUI in every user group for easier to use. 
We emphasized also asynchronous data transfer to help customer choose only logi-
cal alternatives. We think that inside our limitations our model is taking into con-
sideration easy to use aspects. We have asked our commissioner opinion about that 
aspect and he was satisfied for our model.  

 
We strongly suggest that before developing ISIVO the GUI aspects should be stud-
ied and tested extensively. Because these aspects are not included in our work and 
they are very important for developing profitable and interesting system. 

 
Have support over 100 of simultaneous users (Performance) 

 
The cornerstone of our work was that the performance must be adequate. During 
the analysis of literature we found out that our design must be similar to the big 
companies information systems or portals if we wanted our model to be efficient. 
That is the reason why our architectural model was designed similar with big com-
panies’ information systems. All of the soft- and hardware’s is designed to the re-
quirements of big companies. We designed this to satisfy the needs of large amount 
of users, because it will most likely be small system in the beginning but might 
grow to big system after better familiarity in this area. We wanted to design this al-
ready like big information system so that it is capable to sustain much bigger 
amount of users. If it is designed like small information system it will be very hard 
to expand and it will cost much. We asked opinion about this aspect from our expert 
and his opinion was that this would maintain 100 simultaneous users. 
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We claim that our model will reach its purpose to sustain at least 100 simultaneous 
users. However we think that our model must be tested in practice before it could be 
implemented. 
 
Easy to maintain 
 
We have designed our models so that it is easy to maintain. We have designed our 
system so that maintenance person could access all different servers from one ter-
minal. We have chosen components that are common standards. We have studied 
what are the best-known operating systems and servers in our area to make mainte-
nance easier. Also databases designed so that they are automatically updated which 
makes maintenance easier. Active directory also makes easier the user management, 
because AD will determine user right in every user in ISIVO. AD makes it possible 
to manage user rights in one place and this place could be physically anywhere. All 
the changes in the user rights are immediately updated in the whole system. 
 
We have taken into consideration all the maintenance aspects what we have found 
in literature and interviews and tried to design our model based on these aspects. 
 
Reliable system 
 
We have designed this system like big companies systems are designed so these as-
pects what are in the performance topic already mentioned supports also this matter. 
 
Our system is designed so that it wills recovery very quickly from fatal errors, be-
cause we have designed there two back-up methods (mirroring and dumping), 
which are working independently. If one fails the other will make back up normally 
and makes it possible to recover with minimum losses. There are also back-up 
server which could process all the data even when the normally server is down. We 
have used hardware’s and software’s that are proofed to be very reliable in this kind 
of systems. 
 
Interviewed persons think that carefully planned back-up plan is very important to 
design reliable system. That is the reason why we have used so many hours to com-
plete this aspect. We have designed this matter so that we have taken into consid-
eration aspects from literature, interviews and our own experience, because we have 
working experience for maintenance of big company’s information system. 
 
Efficient system 
 
This matter is already explained under performance topic so we don’t explain this 
again. 
 
Effortless authentication process (just one login –principle) 
 
The active directory makes possible to have this kind of principle in the system. Us-
ers or administration can use the whole system, within their user rights, by just log-
ging in once.  
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High compatibility 
 
The use of commonly approved standards provides high compatibility. We have de-
signed the system to use Microsoft products but these also are compatible with 
other manufacturer’s products. All products in the Microsoft family are fully com-
patible to each other, so by using them we gain maximum benefits. 
 
Our system is designed so that there are no other requirements for the browser than 
the need for SSL support.  
 
We think that we could have gained better compatibility by using other than Micro-
soft products because the others are so called “open source” products. The reason 
why we decided to use Microsoft products is that we found out that the knowledge 
of other products in this area is inadequate.  
 
These specifications came from the commissioner. We have asked his opinion 
about is our work fulfilling the specifications what he gave to us. His opinion was 
that our work is exactly what he intended it to be. He was satisfied what we have 
achieved. 
 
 
6.2 Validity based on criterions 
 
We formed our criterions by for combining Jafari’s (2003) Good portal theory and 
specifications and aspects what we found interviews (respondent validation) and 
other literature. We used also our experience for big company information system 
to forming our criterions. The final criterions are: The ISIVO should be easy to use, 
good security based on Maiwald (2002) (authentication, VPN, encryption), ease of 
integrating with existing services, platform independence, performance (at least 100 
simultaneous users), expandability, conformity to open standards, favorability of 
pricing and licensing terms, easy to maintain, reliable. We have explained already 
topics: Easy of use, performance, standards, easy to maintain and reliable so we 
don’t explain these anymore. 

 
Good security by Maiwald criterions. 
 
Active directory handles the all authentication requests from ISIVO. When using 
AD it is very easy to define very precise user rights from certain user or user group. 
We designed our system so that the all request are first going to the authentication 
server and after that to the actual ISIVO. This increases security level because un-
authorized users cannot be physically connected to other servers in ISIVO. 
 
VPN is taken into consideration very deeply. We used principles from system, 
which is designed for very big company called RSA Security. This system is used 
by 15 million people in the world.(www.rsasecurity.com). That is the reason why 
we stated that our VPN is very secure. 
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Most of the users are using web browser with SSL for using ISIVO. SSL is used in 
most of the secured sites in Internet for example all the Finnish banks are using SSL 
encryption in their Internet banking. That is the reason why we design our system 
so that it is using SSL encryption. We used this also because it is standard which 
most used browsers’ support. 
 
Ease of integrating with existing services 
 
The easiness of integration of ISIVO to new systems, such as hotels, was the key 
point of our design because the joining of new companies to ISIVO should be made 
as easy as possible. We have considered this matter carefully and designed all the 
components of our system to support this principle. The use of common standards 
in our work, for example ODBC-interface, enables the joining of new companies 
without the need of adjusting their own system. ODBC is not the most efficient in-
terface for our work because ADO is newer and faster but ADO needs coding of 
older systems to make it work. 
 
The use of “open source” products could gain even easier integration but for the 
reasons we already have stated we couldn’t use them. This is not so important mat-
ter because we found out those companies within this area uses mostly Microsoft 
products. 
 
Platform independence 
 
We tied our system to Microsoft products because we found out that these products 
are well supported on our focus area. It seems also that the trend of using Microsoft 
products will continue strongly. That is why we think that this is the most practical 
solution. The risk of using only one vendor is according to Jafari (2003) that lifecy-
cle of our design could be short, but with Microsoft as a vendor we think that it is 
unlikely. 
 
Conformity to open standards 
 
The using of commonly approved standards is important part of our design too. By 
using the standards designer gain much more reliability for his design. We have de-
signed our system so that there are used many common standards, because that mat-
ter was one of the corner stones in our work. We have used standards: ODBC, 
VPN, SSL, TCP/IP, SQL and PKI. All of these standards are validated in other re-
searchers and tested in practice too. When we used these we got more reliable 
ground for our design. The validity of our work increases when using commonly 
approved standards. 
 
We think that we have taken in consideration all the relevant standards. 
 
Favorability of pricing and licensing terms 
 
One of the reasons when focusing into the products of one vendor was the overall 
pricing of the licenses. When choosing full solution packages you gain discounts on 
overall fees. Another perk is that it clarifies your supporting needs by gaining better 
value for your money. 
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We are aware that there are cheaper and even free products with better licensing 
terms but we decided to use Microsoft products based on other criterions. 
 
 
 
 
6.3 Validity based on results 

 
Validity method about the results was triangulation. One of the methods in triangu-
lation was that we would ask opinion about our design from the experts (Feedback 
from others). After contacting the experts and presenting our findings, we found out 
that they were quite pleased for our models. Even though the overall feedback was 
positive and our results of the study were systemically desirable, we gained also 
some suggestions to improve our work. After deep considering of the suggestions, 
we thought that the most relevant advice was to consider of improvement of con-
nection speeds between system and Internet. The expert thought that 512kb speed 
could cause some problem when there are lot of multiple users using the system si-
multaneously.  
 
When presenting our UML-models to another expert he found out some minor mis-
takes and guided us to make correct adjustments. After these minor changes he was 
pleased for the whole report. 
 
We think that our work is valid but we are aware that our model is just theory com-
bined between different theories and only testing could totally validate our findings. 
Because of this hardness of gaining maximum validity, we are submitting our work 
under harsh critique in both universities. 
 
 
6.4 Critique against sources 
 
We choose our literature based on recommendation of the experts and from the 
commonly approved sources. We thought that if LTU has made contract with 
Ebrary Company for Internet based library, it is trustworthy and good source for 
material. Our opinion is that this Ebrary is excellent source for material. They have 
efficient search functions and it can handle large amount of data in short time. In 
addition to Ebrary we searched various materials from the Internet. We approved 
only those pages that we thought to be official pages of different manufacturers or 
pages that are commonly recognized as a good source.  
 
We have to admit that we didn’t give much effort to critiquing our sources because 
of tight time limits but we however think that our sources are approved with in the 
science community. 
 
The interviewees were chosen based on their experience. All of them have studied 
their field of expertise many years and we think that they are good sources for dif-
ferent opinions. We are aware that there are even better experts in Finland or in 
Sweden but we thought it wouldn’t be reasonable to start pursuit their opinions. 
This would have wasted time and perhaps also money. We didn’t have either.  
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6.5 Discussion 
 
Our study is only concerning design not developing, testing and implementation. 
However we have taken into consideration many aspects how to design efficient 
and reliable system but we cannot proof 100% of our findings, because these are fi-
nally validated only through excessive testing. We have designed model, which is 
one possible way to solve these problems that we have in our study. There might be 
many other ways to solve these same problems. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 

In this chapter we will present a short conclusion of all above. And after that we 
will present some suggestions for future research from our work as well as in larger 
perspective.  

  
7.1 Conclusions 
 
Our study is concerning how to design ISIVO so that it will fulfil the criterions. 
First we got specifications for our thesis. Then we collected literature data that sup-
port our research. After that we made interviews for supporting the literature find-
ings. We formed our criterions by combining data from interviews, literature, speci-
fication and our own experience. The criterions for our work were: 
 
• Ease of use 
• Good security (authentication, VPN, encryption) 
• Ease of integration with existing services 
• Platform independence 
• Performance (at least 100 simultaneous users) 
• Expandability 
• Conformity to open standards. 
• Favorability of pricing and licensing terms. 
• Easy to maintain 
• Reliable 
 
When criterions were ready we started to design our model based on these criteri-
ons. In designing phase we designed our models using our four goals as guidance. 
Our goals were: 
 
• We are going to research what are the criterions, which make this kind of sys-

tem good enough when compared to the specifications. 
 
• Second goal is to design IS which fulfils the criterions.  
 
• Third goal is to find out is it better to design IS which is compatible in different 

information systems or is it better to change companies information systems 
more compatible. 

 
• Fourth goal to study is what kind of technical resources is needed to form vir-

tual organization in our case.  
 
After designing phase we validated our models by using respondent validation.  
 
We used single case study method so these results are only valid in this case and 
based on these results some general assumptions could be made but that matter is 
up to the other study and maybe other researchers. 
 
As a summary we have designed model that fulfil the goals and criterions that we 
have stated above. As a deliverance of design we present UML use case, package 
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and deployment diagrams, charts and technical solutions. Based on our third goal 
we designed our system so that every company in the category of souvenir and ser-
vice sellers that are joining to ISIVO must change their information systems com-
patible with the ISIVO. We ended in that conclusion, because it is efficient to de-
sign system so that companies that are joining to the system have to change their in-
formation system compatible with ISIVO. The reason for this is that companies in 
this area mostly use Microsoft products so there is no need for big changes in their 
information systems. Second reason was that many companies don’t have any kind 
of information systems. Technical resources what customers, service sellers and 
souvenir seller’s needs is only personal computer (PC), Internet connection 
(TCP/IP) with speed of at least normal ADSL speed (256kb/sec) and Web-Browser 
with SSL support. In addition to these it would be recommended that service sellers 
and souvenir sellers uses Microsoft operating systems Windows 2000 or Windows 
XP. Hotels and Transportation needs developed software to handle automated res-
ervations and synchronizing databases. There companies databases have to support 
SQL queries, because based on what expert has said it is very hard or even impossi-
ble to integrate databases that are not supporting this standard. SQL is very popular 
and most of the big database software’s uses SQL language so we assume that this 
is not going to be a big issue in the system development. 

 
After the new information that was brought up from the respondent validation, we 
have to suggest improving connection speed in the system in that case when the si-
multaneous users grow over certain point. This is needed only when the connection 
capacity is running out because it is not reasonable to pay extra earlier than neces-
sary. 
 
We made new theory about virtual organizations information system designing. We 
used Jafari’s (2003) good portal theory and widened it to suit in the need of virtual 
organizations. Our design is new, because there is no exact knowledge how to form 
virtual organizations information systems between coopetitive organizations. So we 
claim that our work has produced theoretical contribution in the science commu-
nity. 
 
7.2 Future research 
 
We suggest for continual research for our study:  
 
• End user analysis 
• Marketing research  
• Development process 
• Further analysis of different technologies such as CORBA, domain analysis, 

layering and coding languages 
• Further possibilities of wireless technology 
• Further study of expandability possibilities for ISIVO such as e-mail, database, 

integrated personal folder management and united support centre.  
 
  
In general our thesis could increase interest to study these kinds of information sys-
tems in wider scale. We assume that there are much more interest to form this kind 
of alliances in future, because of tightening competition in markets.
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APPENDIXES 
 
Questionnaire to consultant A: 
 
1. What do you think is the most suitable database solution for this kind of system and why? 
2. What kind of data access technologies is needed? For example ODBC, ADODC 
3. What is the most suitable coding language and coding environment? 
4. What are the performance requirements for hardware, connection speeds and servers? 
5. What kind of licenses this system needs? 

 
Questionnaire to consultant B: 
 
1. What is our opinion how to build the information system in our case? 
2. Which is better in our case: centralized or de-centralized information system? 
3. What things we have to take into consideration when designing security aspects in our 

case? 
4. How to handle database updates between different databases in our system?  
5. How to secure data? If considering back-ups 
6. Can we use AD in our system and what are the benefits when using AD? 
 
Questionnaire to consultant C: 
 
1. What is our subject and what are the goals? 
2. What is the problem? 
3. What we have to study and what we don’t have to study? 
4. How deeply our design should be? 
5. What elements we have to study in GUI and what we don’t have to study? 
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Kysymykset A:lle: 
 
1. Minkälainen on sinusta paras tietokantaratkaisu tällaiseen ohjelmaan ja miksi? 
2. Mitä tietokantayhteyksiä tarvitaan? Esim. ODBC, ADODC 
3. Paras ohjelmointikieli ja alusta tällaisen toteuttamiseen ja miksi? 
4. Mikä on vaatimustaso laitteiston, yhteysnopeuksien/tyypin ja palvelinten  osalta? 
5. Mitä mahdollisia lisenssejä tarvitaan? 

 
Kysymykset B:lle: 
 
1. Mikä olisi paras tietojärjestelmäratkaisu meidän järjestelmälle? 
2. Hajautettu vai keskitetty järjestelmä? Kumpi parempi meidän tapauksessa? 
3. Mitä seikkoja meidän pitää ottaa huomioon tietoturvassa? 
4. Miten saadaan kannan päivitykset hoidettua? 
5. Miten saadaan tieto säilymään? Backupit hoidettua 
6. Voiko ratkaisussa käyttää AD:tä hyväksi? 
 
 
Kysymykset C:lle: 

 
1. Mikä meidän tehtävä ja tavoite on? Me tutkitaan toteutusmallia ohjelmalle joka tavallaan 

mahdollistaa virtuaalistumisen eri alojen yritysten kesken matkailun edesauttamiseksi. Li-
säksi me suunnitellaan ohjelma.  Meidän käsitys asiasta. 

2. Mikä on se ongelma tässä? Mikä arkkitehtuurirakenne on toimivin ja tehokkain sekä vastaa 
järjestelmälle asetettuja kriteereitä. 

3. Mitä meidän tulee tutkia ja mitä ei? 
4. Kuinka ”alas” meidän pitää mennä siinä suunnittelussa? Eli riittääkö ne periaatteiden 

mallinnus vai tehdä tarkasti UML:llä? deployment + käyttäjäryhmittäin use caset.  
5. Miten käyttöliittymä tuleeko sitä tutkia tarkemmin? Hyvän käyttöliittymän suunnittelun 

mukaisesti. Ei tule mukaan ollenkaan paitsi actionit. 
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